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AND TRAVEL WRITING: PERU STUDENTS SPRING 2015 
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letter from the editors 
WE CLEARLY REMEMBER the first time we traveled internationally 
- crossing by air many countries' borders and feeling the thrill of 
visiting a new land we had seen only in photos and movies. 
This was the same emotion we found in the students who 
enrolled in the 'l'ravel Writing Peru course in January 2014. They 
were about to have a wonderful e,perience. 
Four years after taking students to Peru in 2010, we were quite 
prepared to repeat the experience. A stronger economy and a larger influx of tourists 
has given Peru a more festive and colorful face. Running away from the polar vortex 
of Chicago, to Lima, Peru's capital, welcomed us with a sunny summer: Shorts and 
tank tops in Januacy- what a Ju.wry! 
As a coastal metropolis situated on the Pacific Ocean, Lima hosts al moot 9 million 
people, ranked the tbird largest in the Americas, after Sao Paulo and Mexico City. 
Lima is a melting pot of what Peru is all about: that ancient culture that precedes 
Columbus's arrival and includes diverse ethnic and racial groups, pola.ri7,ed social 
classes, exquisite cuisine, the modern and precarious, the extravagant and poor. It's a 
land of contrasts, a great opportunity for journalism, photography and film students. 
\Ve were all exploring what is called "U1e laud of the Incas." 
Taking Miraflores as our hub- a modern city neighborhood ne,1 to the ocean -
we had daily classes, museums and important sites including the colonial downtown. 
We tried new foods, from ceviche to a variety of unique potato dishes to Peruvian· 
Chinese fare called "Chifa" to exotic fn1its. \Ve walked to quaint Barranco (artsy and 
old) and even had the chance to explore the beaches south of Lima. 
\Ve did all this while reporting, shooting video, blogging, taking pictures and 
enjoying the foreign experience. 
And then we took a so-minute flight to Cusco, ''the archaeological capital of the 
AmeriC'as."' 
·11,is city, situated in the Peruvian Andes, shines like a shooting star in the 
mountains, with its deep blue skies and feeling of history. 
Seeing locals walk their llamas ne,1 to cars and offer a variety of handmade 
crafts, potte1y,jewelry and alpaca sweaters was a unique experience. Visiting the 
·sacred Valley" fel t like being plaoed in the middle of a landscape painting with vivid 
colors while breathing pure air on our way to the picturesque Pisac town and the 
;; ~ Ollanta)1an1bo fortress. 
" 
~ Maybe it was the best that ,vas saved for the end: Machu Picchu, the lost city of the 
~ Incas and one of the seven wonders of the modern world. A truly magical place, this 
1:; citadel touches the sk-y. We kept asking ourselves, how were the Incas able to build 
3 such a place in the middle of these lush mountains, next to the Un,bamba river? 
i3 ~ The product of this trip is in your hands now. As a truly collective experience, 
~ words, images, graphics and design come together - ,tlie 'result ofJ tight 
~ collaboration among :rravel W,iting Peru andjvisual Journalisfri1~erlls, here.at ~ Columbia College Chi go. "'-Elio Len,ria dh1fr~¥d Piie~ 0 r, 
:,:::., II ""' ,' ~ 
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4 THE CAT'S MEOW 
Umter<td in the .\1il"(ljlorcs di.stn'ct of Lima, Kennedy Pal'k i$ a sanctuary 
to over 100 stray cots reccivfog lo;,-eond d1'efovorfrom tht lOMI 
population. Delaney Duvall-Unehan 
6 I AM NOT A GOAT AND MY FRIEND 
15 NOT A PAW 
Often cimc.>s rhi119s get (()St in translMion amon.g ,liffer1:11r lcmgtJc(!les; 
some rimes they get lost in tra.11$lah·on u:ithin the same language. 
Elizabeth Giadans 
8 BOOM GOES THE REAL ESTATE 
J'r(Jperty oolue is e.\ploding in Pen(s capitol. ·we compare ttuo areas: 
urban Mirojlom and t00stal San &,rtolo. Angela Conners 
10 A GOOD ROCK 15 HARD TO CLIMB 
Pirqa, a ror:k dimbi11gfaciliry in limo hos broughr the 101.JC of climbing 
back 10 Peru. Joei Bush 
12 MORE THAN JUST A PLACE TO SLEEP 
Loool hosrels provide guests 1uitl1 i1texp,ensit.-edailyoctiuitit$,/ello11.1 
trauelcrs, a bed. Hannah Cole 
14 FROM A LAYOVER TO THE LIMELIGHT 
Touri$m in l,ima i< often m,-.erlooked becau..;e. of the numerous attractions 
that P~ro ojJ<!rs bur ,ww the nation's oopicul is geui,,g the rttog,1ition 
that it desc-rv,es. Rose Smitti-Woollams 
16 LIMA: 50 MANY MARKETS, 
50 LITTLE MONEY 
lndi<m market 1,-endors lx,,rle it our/or toun's.r.s to&urviue, bul don't 
mindfn'e11dlyoompctirion. Rose Smtt.h-Woollams 
18 WAXED LEDGES (AND BIKINI BOTTOMS) 
A growing culture of $1..'(lttboordcrs in the op,srofeo11tdoor mall 
t..orcomor-. Michael Miller 
20 USING FOOD TO LEARN SPANISH 
A Peruufan school usa/ood I<> leach Spanish 10 non-$p0ni$h $peaken.. 
Sylvia Oben 
22 VEGAN ABROAD 
Although it's easier for p,c()ple 10 find lOMtions that offer wgan 
,,tu•nwtives on their menu in the U.S., rtstam'O.rllS obrood are bartly 
carchi,19 on. Erica Herbert 
24 TASTE SPUDS 
A J)Otatooonnoisseur explores three scarchastic offeri,tgs i11 l'<:r1.11.1i<m 
cuisine. Hannah Cole 
26 OH, CUY! 
American ~t, Perouian delioocy, Leiuren Timmennan 
28 SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS 
Ecotun'sm progroms help co educate and show courisrs ma,i,tt life but 
it is alsoStufrnmi,19/oruJ<lrd with dolphi,1 oonservotion. St~hanie 
Caspelich 
30 COPY LEFT OR COPY THEFT ? 
hi thi$ Ptn,vim1 marketplare, prouiding entertainment sometime< 
me<ms bending the l<1w. Giancarlo Aria.s<iccarelli 
32 TURNING BACK THE CLOCK 
Marw seniors in Pen, u:ith limited acct..~ to pe.nsions or Mmitgs rttum 
to u,'Ork. Patricia Bose.an 
34 SURVIVING AND THRIVING 
Pro Muje,· Oricntc, <m organb.<,ti<m giuts human trafficking surviwrs 
the tools ro lit'C better lives, Stephanie Caspelkh 
36 THE MYTH OF THE PURE ALPACA 
Not all tliar glitttrs is gc,ld, Sume what is uMuaUy sold «s lxrby Al pow. 
Not onlg it is no,c boy but alm()ft always mixed tuilh other maten'als. 
Lauren Timmerman 
38 PALETTES OF PERU 
Pen, has more distinctions than just beouo]ul Mochu Pi«Jtu; Ir"$ a 
colorful playgromrd tUOIX:n into l,ondmode item$ honoring the Andean 
t:1.1ln,rc. Katie Schultz 
40 EMBRACING QUECHUA 
Although 30 pe.rcc.nt of Perouions speak QuecJwa., the hisron'colly 
n4,"(Jati1.,-e stigma l>ehilld the ancie,it l11ca1t tongue continue$ to hang ouer 
the Qutchua culturt. Patricia Bose.an 
42 HIKE INTO HEAVEN 
"As soon as I la i'd eyes on a small stone ltur tli<'lt stood bcni-ttn me cmd 
rite great maclu, Picchu, I,~ oi.-en:ome with joy and began 10 cry.'" 
Hannah Cole 
44 ADJUSTING THE LENS AT MACHU PICCHU 
Phorogr-ophe.rs constantly search/or the perfect angle as they di.W()uer it 
is more difficult than they thought to shoot a wtiquc vc-rsion oftlteovcr-
phorog,.aplred londmark. An94l1 Conners 
46 HEAD IN THE CLOUDS, 
HEART IN THE MOUNTAINS 
A spiritual mp 10 Macl1u Pi«Jeu is wt altemariue todeoling with loss. 
Eliube-th Giad-ans 
Centered in the Miraflores district of Lima, 
Peru, Kennedy Park is sanctuary to over 
100 stray cats r·eceiving love and disdain 
from the local population. 
STORY & PHOTOS BY OELANEY DUVALL-LINEHAN 
rom the cat-tsland of 
Tashirojima, Japan, 
to the ruins of l argo 
di Torte Argentina in 
Rome, an interesting 
phenomenon has taken place. 
For whatever reasol'\, feral cat 
populations have decided to con-
gregate within a limited jurisdic-
tion. In Lima, Peru, the resident 
cat community can be found in 
the John F. Kennedy Park of the 
Miraflores district. 
The park is home to over 120 
cats. They can be seen in every 
corner of the pa~ either nap-
ping in flov,1etbeds, perched 
in t rees, or relaxing on sunny 
benches. Tomists stop to take pic-
tures of the cats while Miraflores 
reside.nu go about their days' 
business as usual. 
I asked passersby if they knew 
how this cat community came to 
be, but no one really reems 10 
know the answer and most could 
only speculate. 
"Many people leave them here 
because they cannot take care of 
them, N s.aid one Miraflotes resj.. 
dent Elizabeth Lopez. 52. 
Fernando Vigo, 20, a Mira-
flores resident and student, 
placed a small gray and wtiite cat 
on my lap while we sat on the 
steps of Kennedy Par1<. 
"You know when you are be--
ing really lovely with a cat and 
the cat is being really lovely with 
your he asked. 
Vigo later told me that the 
cats had become an attraction 
for people near Miraflores. 
The Feline Defense Volunteer 
Group, "Kennedy Park Kit-
tens, N has worked to protect the? 
cats for t 5 ye.ars, Unlike many 
similar cat communiti~, not all 
of the cats of Kennedy Park are 
feral. Many are in fact domestic 
cats that have been abandoned 
4 wanderer 
by their owners ~ften sick., or 
even injured. These cats are the 
focus of the Kennedy Par1< Kit· 
tens· adopttOn efforts. 
However, all the cats of the 
park are still cared for with food, 
vaccinations, and parasite treat· 
ment. Any and all procedures 
performed on behalf of the Ken· 
nedy Park Kittens are filmed and 
can be accessed online. 
Natalie Sanchez who has 
been president of the Kennedy 
Park Kittens for the past five 
years, spoke about one of their 
weekly adoption campaigns. 
"We love cats. We do this 
work for free more than 15 years 
and we usualo/ pay all from our 
wallets, We have some donations 
but they a,e little, .. S~nchez said. 
"We're looking for help definite-
ly ... Right now for example, we 
need to vaccinate again and we 
don't h,ave mo,e money." 
Cat popularity has seen a 
LA CASA DI! LOS GATOS 
lAMAAAHWtlS8 
Although the C4'ts MC dominant in 
PMque Kennedy, tM)' ako occupy 
Parque central dt" Miatflores. Both 
parks are wedged between the two 
main aven1RS of Diagonal and Larco: 
about a seven-minute drive from the 
coastal cliffs of the c.apital. 
dramatic spike in recent years 
as images and Internet memes 
came sweeping through differ-
ent social media networks. The 
John F. Kennedy Park is a fasci-
nating destination for tourists 
worldwide, but for how much 
longer? 
S~nchez stated that in the past 
year they have suffered massive 
dis.appearances of cats as well as 
attacks from those who would 
VarietiM of cats 
relax in the sun 
and rest in beds 
of marigolds 
while attracting 
the attention 
o f tourists 
and the local 
population. 
eat the cats as a delicacy. Nobody 
could confirm why. 
"We need to contract private 
security guards, but we don't 
have money for that. I can't 
sleep. I come to the park around 
2 o'clock in the morning and 
leave around Sor 6 in the morn-
ing," Sanchez said. "It is my 
sacrifice because I cannot let my 
kitties suffer," 
- Design by TomaNJlr Webb 
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BY ELIZABETH GIADANS 
I AM NOT A 
ANDMV 
FRIEND 
IS NOTA 
Often we hear 
about things 
getting lost in 
translation 
in different 
languages; 
sometimes 
they get lost 
in translation 
in the same 
language. 
6 wanderer 
alking do,\,1 
the sunny 
streets of San· 
tiago, Chile, 
one would 
not °'i,ect to be called names. 
Eli1.abelh To\'ar, an interior 
designer felt offended at the 
thoughl or someone ca11ing her 
a goat. 
.. A friend of my dad's said, 
'Qu6. linda cabra,' ·" shc~aid. 1 
wondered why she would say 
such a thin; to me without 
kno\\ing who I was.-
Tovar later understood that 
cabro in Chile means .. young 
person .. and in Peru, where she 
is from, it only goat. To\'ar tra,·· 
c.led and stayed in Chile for n 
few months last summer. 
Due to the differences in dia· 
lects in the Spanish language, 
people may say one word in one 
country and ha\'C a different 
meaning somewhere else. This 
is an idea travelers should keep 
in mind. 
•If a person from Chile calls 
or greets a person from Peru 
'cabrito' or'cabrita,' it is almost 
certain that a Peruvian wiU (eel 
offended and will react "ety de-
fensh·e, .. said Elsa Verastcgui, a 
Spanish professor at El Sol. 
El Sol, a Spanish $Choo) in 
the MiraJlo~ district of Lima. 
offers classes to non-Spanish 
speakers for any needs they 
have. Students can e\'en learn 
how 10 speak colloquially. 
Veristegui suggests greeting 
a Peruvian by saying, "Hola mi 
pata.· which means "Hello my 
good friend," But in another 
Spanish-speaking CC)m,try it 
might be like saying "Hello my 
paw"' or "'Hello my hoof." 
Verastogui graduated front 
Universidad Fcmcnina de Sa-
grado Cora1..6n and has been 
a Spanish professor since 
ag trenzac. 
t-.ilOS de 1;on tJ. 
co\ores y 
iedritas 
2002. She first started work· 
ing at the Escuela de Espaiiol 
Amauta in Cusoo, Peru. She now 
works in Lima. 
Vcr.\stegui says some students 
become interested in learning 
how to speak colloquially. 
.. Sometimes students hear 
thing,s that they do not under-
stand. ·11u~y come to us with 
questions looking for an expla-
nations." she sa.id. "l\·e SCClt 
some students find joy and share 
what they learn with others." 
"E.xampJes of words and what 
they mean in different places arc 
endless," Verastegui said. "Some 
stt1dentssay they Teamed S]',31\-
ish in another country and there 
ha,·e been occasions where they 
say, 'I almost got into an altcrea· 
tion beeause of what I said.'" 
In i\'fc.-<i<.'O the word ·agasajar· 
as a verb means to ha\'C a make· 
out sessioo and hold someone, 
she explained. 
• 
SAME WORD, DIFFERENT MEANING 
£sc1ib<1111 
nombre ell un 
~mno de arroz 
As noted in this article. words like .. cabta" and "'cache· translate 
to have ve.ry different meanings for Spanish speakers from different 
countries. 
To a ... oid offending someone. Of even the possibility of a fight. if you 
notice they've taken something you said the wrong way, take a momtnt 
to ask them if you said anything offensive and pQlitety explain what 
you meant If the gme happens to you, be patient and understanding. 
Chances are they didn't purposely say anything to offend you. 
•CHOCLO,, 
In Peru 
In Mexico (some areas) 
•CUACUA• 
In Chile 
In Cuba & Puerto Rico 
In Mexico 
"'\\then we say 'agasajar'. it 
means that soineo11e important 
is going to be a guest and we 
are going to celebrate and serve 
wine. Imagine if you are Me.xi-
can and I tell you I am going to 
'agasajarte.' What are you going 
to think of mer she said. 
Carola S:lnchc-4 a Peruvian 
who has lived in Clifton_, NJ., for 
21 years, says she has learned to 
d<"al with words and how their 
meanings change when it comes 
to interacting with other Latinos 
in her community. 
"One time when I was get· 
ting on the bus, a1t acquaintance 
waved at me and yelled ~AHA! 
Te cache!' I was so angl)' aod 
shocked. I wasn't sure: how to 
react.'" Sftnchczsaid. "'But later 
on t found out that Dominicans 
and Puerto Ricans say ·cache' in 
order to mean ·1 caught you· or ·1 
saw you.' In Peru that word re· 
fers to a se.'iu3' encounter." 
"Some students 
say they learned 
Spanish in 
another country 
and there have 
been occasions 
where they say, ' I 
almost got into an 
altercation because 
of what I said.'" 
-ELSA VERJ\STEGUJ, El Sol 
Institute instructor 
Sanchez also sa)~ that telling 
a friend •que maldito· might 
oound strange if they are talk-
ing about something great thn1 
occurred to them. To most 
Spanish speakers, it means to be 
cursed or damned. "To tis 'mal· 
dito' is positive. We use it in the 
001,se that we a.re sa)~ng ·0001, 
good for you,' • she said. 
Leaming the Peruvian dialect 
is a different e....:perience than 
learning another Spanish dia.l«,1, 
as it would be with any other 
Latin American country. Ver3-
stegui said curiosity is great 
beeause it opens the doors for 
people to lean1 Peru"ian collo-
quialism through social i1Hcr:u::• 
tion. 
"Jf people can tell that you are 
not Pent\lian, they might laugh 
at you and not tell you because 
they understand that you may 
not know what you arc Sc'l)'ing,"' 
she said. 
Sfmcl1ez confesses that she's 
offended people from other 
Spanish·speaking countries ,,ith 
words that don't mean anything 
offensh•e to her. "My C..\.1>¢rie1tcc 
is that when you see sometl1ing 
offends someone, ask them what 
words bothered them. It's better 
toleam ... 
TI1ercfore, when you are in 
Peru or ha"ing a com·ersation 
hith a Peruvia.J\, sar "Hola 1ni 
pata," and if you ask for a cake. 
make sure it's a "torta." Jf you 
want a straw for )'Ot1rdrink ask 
for a "cafiita" and i( it's not cold 
enough make sure to ten the 
waiter ·a] polo por fa\'Or." 
- Design by Kyle Kretlt 
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BY ANGELA CONNERS 
cean views from your 
modern living room or 
city luxury with close 
proximity to down· 
town? Hard hats and 
all, Alexis Morales, 29. walked us 
through a brand new. par1ly residen· 
tial, partly commercial building that 
was to be finished in June 2014 in 
the Miraflores district in Lima. 
"It's the new appliances and the 
finishes that makes this building 
stand out,• said Morales. who is the 
commerdal exe<utive of this project 
with Perspect;va lnmobiliaria, 
What used to be a city of houses 
is becoming a city of buildings. Sin· 
gle-family homes are torn down and 
condominium buildings are built. 
Meanwhile, prices go up, 
Lima is in the midst of a real es-
tate boom. In a city of 8.5 million 
people, real estate is constantly on 
the rise, and some people are willing 
to pay the extra dollar for luxury. 
Thjs luxury can be found in Mi· 
raflores, an upscale neighborhood 
of Lima, next to the Pacific Ocean. 
Miraflores is also a popular tourist 
destination. It is l0<ated in the heart 
of it all. Numerous restaurants. local 
shops, public park~ and other at· 
tractions are just a short walk from 
every residence within the district. 
"It's the status that people can 
get because of the area. And be· 
cause of how centrally located it is, 
people can get access to everyYlhere 
and everything,· Morales said. 
And with a price, comes a view. 
The penthouse suite at a price of 
USS328,000 was amazing. It was a 
1,712 sq. foot duplex with a living· 
dining room, family room, two bed· 
room~ two and a half bathrooms 
and maid quarters. It even had a 
terrace with an area for grass to 
grow and bring some natural life to 
the urban high-rise. 
Fifty miles south of Lima lies 
san Sar1010. a coastal district and a 
popular summer destination, well 
known for surfing, nice beaches and 
good restaurants. 
The difference in price from san 
Bartolo to Lima has nothing to do 
with the difference in quality. In the 
words of HGlV's Phil Spencer, it's 
all about "'location, location, Loca· 
tion! .. 
The view seemed to be even 
better in the much smaller town 
of san 8ar1olo as I approached an 
open house located on san 8ar1olo 
Avenue, on the corner of El Bosque 
Avenue, and a half block from the 
City Hall. Agent Marlene Ugar1e, 42, 
had five flats and two duplexes. All 
apar1ments had three bedrooms, 
three bathrooms. living room. kitch· 
en, terrace and laundry faci lities. 
From the ocean view out your 
front door to the view of the moun· 
tains from your kitchen window, the 
less noisy Lima district seemed to be 
the most relaxing and revJardlng. 
·Miraflores is nice, but only for 
location. For the same condo you 
will pay three times as much," 
Ugar1e said. "This condo is listed 
at S 121,000 American dollars. The 
same thing in Miraflores will be in 
the USS300's: 
local Peruvian Rafael Mazan Pala-
cios INes in Magdalena. 
.. There are too many tourists in 
Miraflores. and I know it is cheaper 
compared to (the} U.S., but for Peru, 
no. It's too e.xpensive." 
According to Palaci~ Miraflores 
is very nice, but busy and too expen· 
sive for his taste and probably for 
most Peruvians. "It really depends 
on who you are,• he said, shaking 
his head. "Miraflores isn't fo, me, 
but I could understand why some 
people would have fun living here.· 
Opportunities are endless in the 
huge metropolis of Uma, and real 
estate is keeping up. Suying prop-
erty in any foreign count,y can be 
stressful at first, but should be an 
exciting and rewarding investment. 
BOOM GOES THE 
In Lima, Peru. lots of different beautiful locations await a lucky homebuyer. Two particular spots, 
Miraflores and San Bartolo, display characteristics of two different ideas of luxury: The modern, 
polished rooftop patios in bustling Miraflores, and the relaxing, peaceful coastline of gorg,eous San 
Bartolo. While both living locations vary in price, the money means nothing when it comes to quality 
for those willing to pay the extra dollar for these five-star fantasies. 
LIMA 
• 
·· .• San Bartolo 
8 w anderer 
II 
The main entrance of a luxury 
condo in Miraflores. 
The appeal of fMng in san Barto!o. a smaler coastal 
district. comes lrom \iews ol the area\ coastline and 
mountains.. the peaceful aunosphere. and the more 
seer>< but less e,qie"""' hou!ing options. 
fr,_t 
• I 
Mira!io<t< 
agent Alexis 
Mo<alessh<>M 
off 1110teoflhe 
luxuiy condos 
toiovmawn 
instruct0< Ef,o 
t.eturia. 
.... 
Pictured here~ the patio 
ol a panially finished IUX1Jiy 
apartment in the Mirafkltes 
district cf Lima, Peru. With 
many amenities Ike ne-,.v 
appliances. be3\Jt~ul !,nlshings. 
and aviewO: the?ac:Gte 
Oce,n. the modern comforu 
are what attract many t,uyer,. 
wanderer 9 
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In the1980s, Peruvians lived in 
fear as tho Commimist Party of 
Peru, Shinin·g Path, began to rise. 
The organization first launched 
in 1980, W<b led by its leader 
Abimael Guzman. Its goal was to 
replace .. bourgeois" democracy 
with dictatorship and communism. 
Often condemned for their 
violence toward civilians, e lected 
officials, and other organizations, 
they are classified as a terrorist 
group. During that period, outdoor 
sports were not popular. 
1,-,t ,:,<1r"11,_• 1 '1 ·."11 !_,_,,_. , ,,, , ,,c I ·,• 'le ~:~ :,, ,· ,,,I 
10 wanderer 
Clmber strapped l_his...,,_ 
.,._;ng fur the 
walldlmb. 
Pent is filled with plenty of rocks 
to cli1nb, but it's not made up of 
the best climbing conditions . 
Pirqa, a rock climbing facility 
in Lima, has brought the love of 
climbing back to Peru. 
\'\IIIEN 
a lot of 
people 
tltink about 
the Andes 
mountains 
of Peru they 
think about 
hiking the Inc~ 
Trail or tfachu 
Picchu, but not so 
much about rock 
climbing. 1'here are 
at least 83 known 
climbing spots in the 
country and more un-
charted territOI}' up and 
down the Andes. 
I paid Pirqa, a rock climb-
ing facility in Miraflores, 
l,ima, a visit. Not only did I 
personally waot to get on the 
,,rail to climb, but also wanted 
to find out about the climbing 
in and around Peru. 
Outdoor activities became 
less popular in the 1980s due to 
the terrorism throughout Pern. 
"All tho people that (were) 
doing outdoor sports at tltat 
time stopped doing the outdoor 
sp0rts because you wc,u out of 
l.i,na and you maybe get killed 
or something. It was very dan-
gerous. ·we ba,·e like a break. 
There is a whole generation 
who didn·t get out of Lima or 
didn't travel or didn't prac-
tice any outdoor sports," said 
Matias Rubio, owner of Pirqa. 
Rock climbing in Peru has 
been climbing in popuJarity 
s ince the early 2000s. Witlt the 
economy hnproviilg, people are 
able to do sruff and spend mon-
ey again; it's definitely making 
a comeback. 
"Peru is full of rock, but not 
full c,f climbers," Rubio said. 
He said some of the be-.st climb-
m,g 
Ill 
Peru is 
in Huaraz. 
Lima, Can-
chacaya, Arcq• 
uipa and Cusco. 
The coast of Peru 
is not great for 
climbing because it i.s 
on desert. so it makes the 
rocks dusty a.nd oot in very 
good condition. The high-
lands are the best for d imbing, 
but then you have high altitude 
problems and have to carry all 
of your gear up there. 
The climbing around Lima is 
not for the faint of heart either. 
With a scale that sta.rtS at 5-8 
(iotenned:iatc) going up to 5.11 
(hard) and not any good hand-
holds, climbing in lima is not 
for bcgioners. 
"If you don't have the mus-
cles, you won't be able to do 
i t/ said Jose Luis Bustamantei 
who works as a rock climbing 
trainer at Pirqa. 
For beginners, going to an 
area like Huaraz (five hours 
outside of Lima) is tnuch better. 
The rocks there are granite and 
sandstone, which are great for 
climbing because the texture 
of the rock won't make your 
hands and feet sliJ>. The rock 
climbing in Huaraz has better 
handholds and footholds as 
well.11u: best time of the year 
to go climb in the highlands is 
May to September. l n Lima_, 
whicll is At sea le,·e.l, tempera-
tures always stay between 53t,°"> 
to 86t< ... , soanytimeis a good 
time to climb. 
For most climbers, (at least 
for myself) the love of climbing 
comes from the thrill, challenge 
and being a part of Jlalure. I 
have been climbing in Alabama, 
Wisconsin and Washin1,rton. 
Unfortunately, I did not get 
a chance to climb in Lima or 
Cusco, but I did climb lhe rock 
walJs at Pir<'1a. 
Two hands on tlle rock wall, 
the dimber finds the perfect 
footJlold to start an ascend 01, 
the wall. A good climber Y>i ll 
climb with all limbs and not 
just 
the 
arm5. 
Climben gear up to 
climb the wall while 
onlookers enjoy 
from below. 
Right hand 
grabs a rock, 
left hand finds 
a rock. Right leg 
steps up to foothold 
on the rock, ldt leg 
steps up to a foothold. 
Lather, rinse, repeat. 
A lot of times a rock will 
b~ just out of reach. When 
this happell5, the climber must 
very carefully staod on tippy 
toes on the footholds, hips into 
the wall and tum the b<Xly just 
right to get that rock. Some-
times a climber falls and it's 
just like riding a horse. You get 
back up. \\'"hen climbers makes 
it the top, they let go off the 
wnH, lean hack and le-t Lhe be-
layer lower them down. 
Albam NaffTechouxjust 
started climbing for the first 
time in his life two months ago 
at Pirqa. 
'"TI1e first rhne J cainc.. I was 
passing in front of the Pirqa 
and thought, 'Oh, maybe that 
would be cool,' so I am here 
no,.,," said Naffrcchoux, who 
works in the tourism indust,y 
in Lima. 
It was love at fi rst dimb. 
Naffrechoux has been training 
at Pirqa and is about to go to 
the rocks outside of Lima for 
his first expeJ'ience at climbing 
real rocks. 
Since rock climbing iso't very 
populur ,1mong tourists in Peru, 
the best way to reach the rock 
climb-
mg 
areas is 
by car. 
Climber tries to find the 
p@riect foothold on his 
ascend up the wall. 
"The clos• 
est places (to 
Limn) are 45 min-
utes; a good place-
hour and a half, best 
places from six hours to 
12 hours !raveling," Rubio 
said. 
Rubio wants Pirqa to start 
doing rock-climbing tours to 
real rocks around Lima, but 
does not know the dates. 
Sust.amnnte gives adviec to 
climbers: ~Jfyou don't let go, 
you don't fall. You don't learn. 
Just have to keep going. Keep 
going up: 
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Peruvian hostels provide guests with inexpensive daily 
activities, fellow travelers, a bed- andfree breakfast. 
BY HANNAH COLE WHEN I CA.'\ffi TO PERU 1 HAD NO IDEA 
THAT I COULD Sl,EEP V.'ITH SEVEN STRANGERS FOR $12. 
I'm sure you're taking that the • shot and stay the first night of 
wrong, way- rm talking about my trip at Pariwana Host(') with 
hostels. a group of classmates J had just 
T\ ·e never stayed in a hostel met that morning, 
before because rve always had N; our ta,x.i drove from the 
the impression that they're dirty airp01t through the Miraflores 
or sketchy. J'm not sure where district of Lima, I began to feel 
t11at generali.2..ation came from, a sudden g.limmcrofhope. 111e 
but I wasn, the only one with streets were lined ¾'1th bars and 
a negative J~ rccpti(m. My fam· re.~taurants, il1td young 1>ooplc 
ily and friends were also a bit were scattered throtWtout 
worried when I told them I'd be the brightly tit Kennedy Parl<. 
staying at one in Pern. I w·anted The city was alive. 
to sa\·e some cash though, so de- Maybe it wouldn't be so bad. I 
spite my ner\'es I agreed to gi\'e it was fascinated by the number of 
12 w...,derer 
hosteJs in the area and the cool 
demeanor that radiated from 
each. 
Miraflores is one of the largest 
tourist locations in Uma and i.s 
home to evel")1hing from oolo)ful 
flowers and beaches to energclic 
nightlife and clubs. To my sur• 
prise, the hostels ,,..-ere just as 
lively as the culture right outside 
their doors. 
"'lneysaythot although Mira· 
rtores is not the c:enter of the city, 
it is the heart or the city," .said 
Peter "Pedro" Ferreira, 20, an 
employee at the Fl)1ng Dog Hoo· 
tel. • it's the best of evel')thing." 
Pariwana sits across from 
-----
... __ _ 
die popular Kennedy Park and 
boasts t1lC atmosphc.re of a col-
lege campus. The buildin/s 
rooftop is home to ping pong 
tournamentsJ foosball tables and 
a full bal'. We stayed ill one of 
the backpacker's roo1YL~ with five 
bunk beds, so 10 beds total, for 
s 12 per pe.rson. Both the employ-
ees and the guests 81 Pariwaoa 
were friendly and made me fccl 
at case as l slept in a room with 
oomplete strange,~. 
"It's easier to meet people here 
when you're staying in rooms of 
eight or ten," said Tori Hamilton, 
:20, a lone traveler from Australia 
who \\fa.S sta}ing at Pariwana. 
She's stayed at hostels 
around the world and consid-
ered Pariwana somewhat "up-
per class" because of the cleanJi-
' . 
ness and nmning hot water. 
Right across Kennedy Park 
stood the lar&est of the three Fly• 
ing Oog Hostels in Miraflores. 
The building was full of natural 
sunlight, peaceful compared 
to the streets, and backpackers 
could be found lounging in the 
open oourtyard on hammocks. 
11lC smell of Pen.ivian food from 
the restaurant below filled the 
air. ll was re.la.~ed and catered 
more toward Jow•key tr.welers 
and couples due to the number of 
J>rivate rooms they offered. said 
Ferreira. 
I immcdiate.ly thought of my 
family when I s..·w, 1he Flying 
Dog. 11ley would have loved to 
sit outside and relax. or play a 
few games of pool. 
Only a fe"•' blocks away from 
A)ing Oog you'll find Ho,,1el Ko· 
kopelli, but don't let itsjet·black 
e.xterior fool you. Inside, the 
walls arc hand painted and foll of 
vibrant art, tra.iling up the stair-
case to the top floor and through 
the hallways to the moms. A 
group of people spra"ied on 
rooftop couches and watched a 
movie on a Hat screen 1V near 
the bar. A giant world map hun.g 
near the front door where guests 
could 1>in ,totes to "1,ere the,1\'e 
come from and le-a\'e notes. · 
I would \'Ote Kokopelli as best 
bathrooms of the three. 
All three hostels h•d full 
bars, free Wi·f'i, a travel agent. 
HIP HOSTELS 
The three hostels Cote reviewed 
while visiting Lima are located in 
the Miraflores district. Miraflores 
has bttn called the heart of the 
city, and is cons.idered a ttendy spot 
fo, it:s combination of historical 
and modem buildings, as well as a 
grO\v;ng cultu,al and artistic scene. 
Dotting the area are various 1heaters, 
cultural centets, art galleries, and 
museurr6, making MiraHores a center 
of atua<tion for young tooriru. 
IN,O: W'.WIJ.IMA[AS'f.(OM 
t.•» OAlA.:GOOGL-! 
personal lockers, airport pick-
up, free brcakfru.1 and a variety 
of acri,ities scheduled daily for 
guests. With such a prime loca· 
rion it seemed like there was 
endless e.xcitemenl only a couple 
of steps away. 
"It's just the perfed place, 
the perfect location," said Piero 
Adamo, the 25•year-old mar· 
keting manager of Pariwnna. 
"Miraflores and Barranco are 
where everyone goes to shop 
and eat and drink, so we ha\'e 
everything." 
After e.,i>loring these hostels, 
J began to wonder why I e,-er 
questioned staying at one in 
the first place, and why other 
people I knew were so skepticaJ. 
It seems to be a pcnlly·pinching 
young adults drtan\. They're 
chill by day and alive by night 
for a c.heap price that includes 
free breakfast! What else can 
you ask for? 
"I think people in the United 
States see the mo,ie(Hostel) and 
think something bad is going to 
happen if they stay at one," said 
Sona Martirosian, a 2-7-year--old 
student visiting from New York 
"But they ob,1ously have the 
,,TOng perception,~ 
With central locations. af• 
fordable prices, and 1tevcrend· 
i.ng opportunities to make new 
friends, Peruvian hostels are the. 
way to slay. 
- D,sigrt by Camero11 Kelly 
I 
KCNJ.'EOY 
'""' 
HoS1el Pariwa.na offers colorful decor a nd a w ide range of 
activities for tra velitrS to enjoy together. Flying Dog Hostel has 
thtff locales in the same area around Miraflores Central Park. 
Opposite page, H05tel Kokopelli. The thrffl hostels are walking~ 
distance from the M41e<6n (boardwalk.) Pho~os by HA!mAH COLl 
MIRAFLORES, 
LIMA. PERU 
0 0 
0 
Pariwana Hostel, Uma 
S12·S45/night depending on room 
pariwana·hostel.com 
(+51) I 242-4350 
Hostel Kokopelll 
S 1 t ,$40/night depending on room 
hostelkokopelli.com 
(+51) I 242·5665 
The Flying Dog Hostel 
S12·$S2lnight d~p~nding on room 
flyingdogpe11J.com 
(+51) I 447.0573 
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STORY AND PHOTOS BY ROSE SMITH-WOOLLAMS 
TOURISM IN 
LIMA IS OFTEN 
OVERLOOKED 
BECAUSE OF 
THE NUMEROUS 
ATTRACTIONS 
THAT PERU OFFERS, 
BUT NOW THE 
NATION'S CAPITAL 
IS GETTING THE 
RECOGNITION IT 
DESERVES. 
Tourists fly to Lima for 
gastronomy tourism. 
Pttlta Rcllcna aind 
Cevic.he, two typical 
appetiz~rS . 
.................................................................... ............................. . 
From a 
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LIMA HAS A PLETHORA of at, 
tractions to offer the trnveling 
toufiSt. from gourmet cuisine 
and delicious street eats to inter· 
esting handmade souvenirs and 
incredibly breathtaking views. 
Peru has always been. a travel 
destination for visitors wishing 
to see Machu Pkchu, Lima has 
been overlooked a, just a stop on 
the way. but re<ently mote tour• 
ists are sticking around a little 
longer. 
Toorism in Peru is the third 
largest industry behind fishing 
and mining, according to lnsti· 
tuto Nacionat de Estadistic.a e 
Informatica in 2012. In addition. 
tourism was the most rapidty 
growing industry in Peru, grO'N· 
ing annually at a rate of 25 per• 
cent over the past five years in 
2004, according to Xinhua News 
Agency. 
Some tourists disagree that 
Lima has ditched its 24-hour~or-
less just passing through title. 
"(Lima) is just a stop between 
here and Cusco," said James 
Duff, 23, from France. Duff is half 
British and Swiss but grew up in 
France from the age of 9. "There 
is nothing that is really close to 
Lima." 
Duff said he still thinks tour-
ists are more attracted to other 
destinations in this count,y such 
as Cusco, Machu Picchu and 
Mancora, a coastal destination in 
northern Peru. 
.. Lima tends to be a transition 
point between Cusco, Machu 
Picchu and Mancora," Duff said. 
"It's the whole 'sea, se.x and sun 
kind of thing.' I didn't come 
here thinking I've got to do X. Y 
and Zin Lima," Duff said. '"But 
everyone seems nice so far. I 
don't want to have expectations 
because I want to make less de<i· 
sions and just experience it." 
Unlike Duff, Elis.a Echeverri 
from Colombia did have certain 
The Goverment Palace in the main plaza; the Bridge of Sighs in 8.an'anco; the San Francisco Temple was buitt in the XVI century. 
plans she was looking forward to 
in Lima. 
"In Peru, the best restaurants 
are in Lima," Echeverri said. 
"Lima is the caphal. and it's a big 
city with a beautittil bea(h and 
really good food." 
Echeverri also said Lima has 
many things to offer because it is 
such a big city. 
.. Here in Lima there are lots 
of interesting city tours and 
Larcomar, whkh is a big shop· 
ping center that is b)• the beach 
on the side of the diff, which is 
beautiful,· Ech~erri said. 
Echeverri had expectations 
for Lima unlike Duff but they did 
agree on a couple of thi.ngs. 
"The people are w,ry friendly,• 
Echeverri said. "But another 
reason for coming here is so I can 
travel to the other cities and des• 
tinations in Peru such as Cusco 
and Machu Picchu." 
Though Lima may still be a 
major spot for tourists to just 
LIMA LOUNGIN Ci 
There's lots of popular 
landmarks in Peru. The 
majority of tourists land 
in hs main international 
airport, the Jorge Ch~vez 
International Airport, in 
Lima before departing to 
the main attractions of the 
country (right.) However, 
Lima is slowly transition-
ing from a stopover into a 
tourist destination. 
"pass through" some tourists 
gladly pass through and stay. 
When Tom Wrtt. 67, and 
Loretta Will, 66, planned their 
trip to Peru they knew they had 
to stay in Lima for a while, Tom 
said. 
"Lima is a place nobody pays 
enO\Jgh attention to but we Jove 
cities, .. Tom said. "I can't imagine 
coming Ito Peru) without going 
to Lima." 
Tom said when planning their 
trip to Peru they made sure to 
plan around coming to Lima. 
"We first went to the rainfor-
est, then to Machu Picchu," he 
said. "We arranged it so that we 
could come to Lima for three 
days so we could compare it to 
other cites around the world 
such as Stockholm, Florence, Chi-
cago and Philadelphia where we 
are from." 
Loretta said coming to Peru 
and not seeing Lima would be 
wrong. 
tothe 
Tourists •njoying time in Lima: James Duff from Franc., Elisa 
Echeverri from Colombia and Tom W.tt from the U.S. 
"You don't go to Peru with-
out going to Lima, .. said Loretta. 
.. This is where everything is hap· 
pening. This is where the gov-
ernment is. This is the capital." 
l ima is a crucial part of seeing 
Peru because it gives you a fu ll 
picture of the types of people 
and cultures here, they said. 
"I don't thin le you can under-
stand Peru unless you have been 
to the four paru of it, .. she said. 
"The city, the rainforest, the 
mountains and the dood forest 
(Mathu Picchu.)" 
Lima offers many things to 
visitors: great views. eats, pet>-
ple. history and more. 
The top five places to see and 
visit in Lima in 72 hours are: The 
Bridge of Sighs in Barranco. the 
Catacombs under the Convento 
de San Francisco in downtown 
Lima, the Indian Market at Av. 
Petit Thouars S321 in Miraflorts, 
the Government Palace and the 
Plaza de Armas in downtown 
Lima, and lastly, a walk along 
the coastline and cliff side in 
Miraflores. 
- Designed by .lctmes S611tllez 
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J uan Vajillo, 38, from Uma owns so five stands in Lima, Peru's Indian 
Market located at Petit 
Thouars 5321, which 
stands in the wealthy and 
touristy Miraflores district. 
On a typical day he 
sees hundreds of peopte 
and tourists come and 9¢ 
touching the soft alpaca wool, 
intrigued by all of the various 
colors in his shops. But hardly 
ever do they actually buy any, 
thing. Vajillo acquires most of his 
money from exporting. 
"I t,avel to Moscow, Russia 
ever yea, twice a year to export 
my things,,. Vajillo said. "That 
money and business I get in 
exporting to canada and Russia 
every year is much more than 
anything I make at the stores ... 
Vendors at the Indian Market 
in Lima must compete for tour· 
ists' attention by waving colorful 
S<cu,,es, sweaters and blankets 
around while hundreds of other 
stalls standing side·by-side lie 
next to their own. But how com· 
petitive are they really and how 
0 LITILE 
MONEY 
I11dia111:1arket vendors battle it out for tourists to 
survive, but don't 111i11d.frie11d/y co,npetition 
STORY & PHOTOS BY ROSE SMITH·WOOLLAMS 
can they make a living with all 
of the other vendocs selling simi· 
lar, ~metime-s almost identical 
items? 
Women in Informal Employ· 
ment: Globalizing and Ocganiz· 
ing. or WlEGO, reported in 2012 
street vendors accounted for 
roughly 9 percent of total infot· 
mal employment in Lima. This 
translates to abottt 240,000ven· 
docs in Lima. 
According to the Central Intel· 
ligcnce Agency or OA in Lima, 
the poverty rate was measu,ed 
at 1S.7 percent in 2011 -down 
from 44.S percent in 2004. This 
decrease in poverty is due to 
the inc,ease in employment and 
growing economy. 
Even though the poverty rate 
used to be much higher, Vajillo 
has always kno\'vn that he would 
have his own business. 
.. , first started my business 
around the age of 25 to 27 yoars 
old ... Vajillo said. •My mother 
and fa ther had t he business be· 
fore me and now I have it.· 
In Lima it is a tradition to pass 
down the business. Before his 
parents, it wa.s their parents who 
had it . .. I have five ttores total," 
vajillo said. 
His stores are comprised of 
souvenirs, S\veaters. t·shirts, hats, 
blankets, pillows. shoes. socks. 
scarves, pisco glasses and more. 
His most popular items are hats 
and other clothing items for 
warmth that people from colder 
climates take home with them. 
Why so many locations? 
vajillo said while there is com• 
petition in exporting it is nothing 
compared to the competition at 
the various mar1<ets in Mi,aflores 
and beyond. 
"There is a little competition 
in exporting but there 
is a lot of competi• 
tion at the market," 
Vajillo said. "But we 
are still all friends and 
a lot of the other ven· 
dors are actually in my 
family. I have two sisters 
who both work the lin· 
dian) Market." 
In order to save money 
Vajillo gets his alpaca from 
Cusco but has all of the 
things he sells made in Lima. 
·1 get all of my alpaca wool 
from Cusco bllt all of my textiles 
and dothing made of alpaca 
wool are made here in Lima," Va· 
jillo said. "I hand-make my alpaca 
carpets and sweaters becau:se I 
have 18 people that work in my 
home helping me hand-make all 
of it with the exception of a few 
things." 
Another vendor in the mar· 
ket. Rafael Grovas, a 32-year-old 
from Cusco, said he is successful 
because he isn't selling what ev· 
eryone else is selling. 
•it's different because other 
stores sell different things 
than me,· Grovas said . .,All 
of the textiles in my store are 
100 percent alpaca." 
Grovas also brings some• 
thing else new to the market 
table: his artistic abilities ... , 
also p.aint original painti~s 
and sell them, .. Grovas said . 
.. , started my business three 
years, ago and my artwork is 
completely unique to here. I 
only sell my paintings here. Out 
of all the things I sell I mostly 
sell my paintings;'" 
So, as far as the competition 
in the Indian Market specifically, 
Grovas said that it varies depend, 
ing on what he 
sells. 
"It depends 
because the 
Indian market 
is unique. It has 
been open for 
much longer than 
the other matkets," 
Grovas said. "There 
is competition but 
really only with peo-
ple selling the same 
things, and 
I sell different things s1.1c.h as my 
artwork.'' 
Tho1.19h competition exists 
in the markets Grovas said he 
does.n"t look at it that way. ·1 
have fr iends in this market," Gro-
vas said. "In other markets I don't 
know as many people, but there 
is oo one I am enemies with or 
don't like." 
In t.ima, many tourists eventu· 
ally venture over to the Indian 
Market in Lima's Miraflores dis· 
trict. Once there they become 
ovet\vhelmed by bright colors, 
the salty wet heat and soft alpaca 
wool. 
But the Indian Market is.n't 
the only place in Uma that offers 
items such as sovvenirs, pipes, 
sarves, h.au, rugs. mirrors, 
S\Waters. silver je\·telry and 
more. In fact almost every· 
where you walk in Lima, there 
is someone ttying to sell you 
something. 
Joost S<.holte, a Dutch touc-
ist \vho lives in 81.1lgaria, and 
his wife who is Peruvian.. were 
visiting the market while in 
tima. S<.hohe said that when 
going to S\JCh markets he 
rarely buys anything and that it is 
just fon to took. 
· 1 undemand the impcrtance 
of (the market] but when I come 
to these markets I am mostly 
lookir.g for stupid T-shirts. There 
is nothing really special here 
because everything is the same, .. 
Scholte said. "But it's fon to 
browse and look at stuff.• 
Scholte also said the vendors 
in the market are not too com· 
petitive. "If one vendor doesn't 
have something they go three 
or four shops away to get it be· 
cause they know someone else 
has it,· S<holte said. "They all 
work together and help each 
other out. and I think that ls how 
they s.1ay afloat and sutviw." 
-Design by Myranda Thigpen 
nd his wife along with others 
LE.Ft Tourist Joost Scho~te a ear to take back home to . 
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A growing culture of skateboarders in the upscale outdoor mall Larcomar 
,
1n o 1-tY .\ P ll(J'l'OS tt, MIC IIAbl M i i l ,hR 
L aroomar, a park and outdoor mall located off of the bu;'Y Ave-nida Jose Larco in the M:iraflores neighborhood or Lima, is full of 
children, shoppers and security guards. Ev-
ery day, thousands of people shuffle in and 
out, usually tl1cir wallets much lighter and 
their b~ heavier. 
from the masses, skateboarders emerge. 
f rom sunrise to the beautiful Pacific sunset, 
skaters inhabit this pla1.a. Larcomn.r ac.1s as a 
meeting ground for skaters to hang out and 
skate together, ~ tally 0 11 Sundays when 
at least so skaters converge at this square. 
Larcomar boasts smooth fia t grot1nd and 
endless waxed ledges, 11ot to n1entio11 a few 
bikini bottoms that walk by on their way 
to the beach. Street vendors are dispersed 
l11roughout the 1:>ar~ making v.·ater and 
snacks easily accessible. E\'Cll with the sea of 
people constantly flooding the spot, skaters 
manage to find g..1.ps betwoon crowds, la11d• 
ing tricks bcrv.-ccn strol.lcrs. 
The skaters here are friend)y and welcom-
ing to nearly everyone wiU1 a skate.board. 
Security guards, on foot and on Scg'\\13)', 
patrol the perimeter, and pedestrians know 
not to stop or sit. Skaters ha"e the right-of· 
way at t.arcomar. Looking around, it would 
be easy to think t11at skaters have dominated 
18 wanderer 
this pla1 ... 1 since its ooru,1.naction in 1998, but 
that is hardly the case. 
Several years ago, Larcomar offered a dif-
ferent vibe. The pla1,a was loaded with police 
office.rs. The officers were not fans of skate• 
boarding and would ,"1ite tickets to anyone 
skating, according to locnl skateboorders. 
· so we made protests, with all skaters, 
and we came, with a parade and boards, and 
[the police) went," said Alejandro Muchotri-
go Minaya, a 26--year..old skater from Lima. 
-ibe next day, ,,•hen \\"e came to skate, the 
whole floor was filled "'ith d.irt and rocks that 
the police had thrown so we oouldn ·, skate. 
People sent letters to the mayor. Now they 
don't care, but you need to be careful with 
the people walking." he added. 
No longer full of dirt and rock, the ground 
is smooth and sJippe1)', perfl-'t't for learni1,g 
tricks. It's hard to imagine Lareomar \o,ithout 
skaters. Only by working together have the 
skaters created the change they wnnted. 
Through this unit)\ a massive skate scene 
has emerged. gro"'fog daily. Anyone who 
comes to t..1rcomar is greeted by hand· 
shakes, smacks, head nods, and •,eomo 
eStis?" 
Skaters trickle in and out all day, some 
sta)ing all day, others coming only for their 
lunch break. 
"'I come here almost everyday. It's tl1e 
place to skate. E.vel)•one is here. Eve1yone is 
friendly. We 3)1 skate togc.1her," said 17-year· 
old Kevin Prisse Vllsque-l. 
\o\rith few s.kateparks in Lima, street skate-
boarding remains the best option. Some 
people skate down the ~1reet tlS .i form of 
transportation, while others skate and do 
tricks. Howe\'cr, Larcomar is not unique in 
its location. Skaters ciln be round~, public 
Squares throughout Lima. For the most pan , 
sh-eel skatios is hassle free and skateboards 
hit pcdcstril.UlS mrely. according to local 
skateboarders. 
Small cliques develop, but no one stays in 
one group the whole time. Convers..,tions are 
started "ith every pop of the skateboard. 
With everyone skating together, progres-
sion is e.,'J)Cdited, Young kids play games of 
skate with the older sponsored skaters. These 
kids are learning t1icks1 but importantly, 
style. They learn how to pop their tricks high 
and land smooth. 
.. Five years ago. skateboarding was much 
different. These last five )'·ears, kids have got-
ten good," said Jano Paeheoo. a 28•)'ear-old 
skater and business 0M1er. 
Kids skate alongside each other, fllming 
their friend's tricks, revitwing the footage, 
~nd switching off. l 1le camera is handed back 
a.nd forth, i11 constant limbo. TI1rougb this 
electronic medium, kids can review what they 
::ire doing, make lweaks and laod pe1fect. 
- Design by Preston Hau 
IS SKATEBOARDING 
A CRIME? 
Pro·Sl<ater Tony Hawk has 
a foundation that ful'ds 
development of slcate-
paiks, 
The Tony Haw1< Foun· 
dation (THF) also did a 
survey with local law· 
enfOfcement where the 
skateparks are built to !ff 
\'lhethet they see aime 
increasing°' de<reasing. 
What THF foond is that 
law-enforcement sees 
skatepark.s as an asset to 
the community. 
Half of the officer$ 
cited a decrease in alme 
while the other half states / 
the skatepark has oo af· / 
feet on crime. 
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mall WMre famil ie-s. 
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A Peruvian school 
uses food to teach 
Spanish to non-
Spanish speakers. 
STORY AND PHOTOS 
BY SYLVIA oet N 
Leaming how to speak Spanish in Peru could lead you to the kitehen. 
That's what happened to 
22:·year-old Amerk·an student 
Peter Rothe. 
Rothe filled a pepper ,-ith a 
seasoned ground beef mixture 
duriqg a cooking class at El 
Sol Spanish School, located at 
Grimaldodel Solar 469 in the 
Miraflores district of l.ima. 
The class teacl,es ,-ocabulary 
in Spanish as well as the history 
of traditional Peruvian dishes. 
The Peru,ian food "is pretty 
much new for me, .. said Rothe 
from Washington. O.C. · 1 didn't 
even know what food they had 
in Peru." 
In these classes, students le.trn 
about local agriculture. To prac-
tice more Spanish they are taught 
how the di.shes arc made and the 
mea.ning of the names of fruits. 
TI1is is one of the reasons Rothe 
recommends this class. 
·Even though he didn't get 
m·el)'lhing he understood the 
point of the history,' Che la Te-
jada, tl1e cookiqg class instruc-
tor, said about Rothe1s learning 
experience. 
Rotl,e agreed. 
'The Spanish school is very 
helpful,' Rothe said. "Especially 
for me. t didn't even know about 
South America. I didn't study it 
in high school or Spanish either.· 
Tejada has been teaching the 
class for se\'en years. Students or 
non-students can register for the 
class for around $10. 
"I tried to make tl1c students 
participate in the class,'" Tejada 
said. "At the same time, I give 
them the Pen1vian histOt)' of the 
food." 
During this course, students 
leam how to cook rocoto rel-
leno (l,ot red pepper st\1ffed ";1.h 
a misture that contains bee(, on-
ions, garlic, butter), soltcrito (a 
salad made with onion, cheese, 
salt. pepper, com, tomato, 
and Lima beans), t hicken cov-
ered in pisco sauce, and for des-
sert, suspiro a la limeiia (made 
"ith condensed milk, evaporated 
milk, cinnamon, eggs. sugar, va-
nilla and swec.t "inc.) 
'The students learn that 
the suspiro is called so bet-ausc 
natives from Llma, Peru, sigh 
when they eat this sweet des-
sert," Tejada said ... In some 
classes some students take notes, 
( even though she gives them the 
handout of the recipes]: 
• 
Mi1a.gros Chumpitaz, the 
general coordinator of the Span-
ish school, said 10 years ago the 
directors ofthe school decided 
to add fun activities in their cur-
riculum enabling the sn1dents to 
learn Spanish at the same-l'iine. 
Tl1e idea of the cooking class 
was born. 
Classes like salsa dancing 
and cine club (movie club) were 
added in the curriculum. 
· n,e cooking classes arc an 
excuse for students to interact 
in Spanish and forget a little or 
their language,· Chumpitaz said. 
"We have [students] from all 
nationalities." 
Phil Thomas, married to a 
Sin 
earn 
Peruvian, took the class to learn 
about his wife's culture. He and 
his ,,ire decided to learn how to 
cook because they didn't know 
how, 
•we moved (to Peru] five 
r)lOnths ago with the intent to 
learn the language a.nd the cul· 
ture;" said Thomas, who is from 
Te.xas. 
Although he docs not know 
how to cook, the class helped his 
wifo connect \\ith her culture. 
It was their first opportunity to 
tty anticuchos made from cow's 
heart. 
"She picked up some ,1uff 
from the class, H Thomas said. 
"She has the notes, the class was 
awesome, and we cooked a little 
something and ate it. \\'e got to 
cook four dishes," he said. 
Too cooking class is offered 
every Friday and the recipes 
VOO)'. 
11.>e Hispana Spanish Lan-
guage School in Lima also offers 
cooking classes for students 
although tl1eschool doesn't 
charge an add,itional price for 
the class. 
"We can say tlrnt the cooking 
classes at Hispana help students 
practice liste11ing co,nprehen-
sion and oral e.xµression in 
Spanish," said Hispana Oire<:lor 
Kathy Mujica. "Jt helps them to 
know a very important aspect of 
Peruvian culture, as is the food 
linked to celebrntiuns, traditions 
and social customs and a little 
more about the geography and 
history." 
- De.<ign l>y Lindzy Rorhkro112 
• n1s 
The rocoto pepper is a hot. 
thick-walled pepper common 
in Bolivia and Peru. 
They can be traced to 5,000 
years ago, when they are 
believed to have been used 
by the Inca people. 
White there are different 
forms of the pepper, the one 
most common in Peru is large 
and red. 
Sou10 JIOCOTO.COM 
Suspiro a la Ii.men., left. made 
of eggs. dnna.mon, sugar and 
SWff1WiM. 
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The vegan diet is the hardest diet out there. 
Although it is easy for people to find locations that offer 
vegan alternatives on their menu in the United States, 
restaurants abroad are barely catching on. 
2 2 wanderer 
BY ERICA HERBERT 
don't eat meat, milk 
or egg,.5," I said in my 
bumbling Spanish. "Yo 
no como came, 1eche o 
hucvos.· 
Here in Peru, the word for 
vegan is \·egaJ10,' but nobody 
see.ms to have heard of this, The 
waiters' eyes ligbt up and they 
say, "Ohbh, you are uegetari-
ana." 
Not (1Uite. 
Peru is .1 oountry known for it 
delectable dishes of ceviche (raw 
fish marinated in a citrus), cuy 
(guinea pig) and other animal 
JJ rl.Xluct-p,1ckcd platcS. Howev-
er, Peru also produce.s avocado, 
asparagus, potatoes, corn and a 
variety of other vegetables that 
can be roasted or tossed togeth-
ei· oo a salad. 
Still, in many restaurants 
meals mu.st be modifiOO for 
vegans to remove not only the 
meats, but also creams, cheeses 
and other animal-b.1sed foods. 
ln a city of nearly 9 million 
people, Lliere are only a small 
handful of vegan and vegetarian 
restaurants, but the trend may 
be catching on. 
Jessica Loyola., a \'¢gan and 
life-long resident of Lima, says 
it is diffico)t to eat in Te.\Tilunmts 
throughout the city because 
there is not much demand for 
\'eg,CUl products. 
&'Here. we consume a lot of 
chic.ken, me.at ,rnd fish," Loyola 
said. " 'Vegan· is associated 
more with rf.! ligious choices, 
separate from a hea1tby eating 
cu lh1re, which is very neglected 
in lhi~ country." 
A waitress and cashier at Ara-
bica Espresso Bar in Mirnflorts, 
Mnriaclara V.ilencia, 21, said she 
had never heard of veganism 
until she started working at the 
vegan-friendly coffee bar. 
"Poople really don't know a 
lot about what is vegan because 
they confuse it a lot with ,,eg-
etarian/ Valencia said. '"So tht)• 
just ask a lot of questions be-
cause it's intere$ting and differ• 
ent to tl1em. t don·t even know 
that much about the difference 
between vegan and veget.ari;rn. I 
don't tl1ink many people do." 
Ari.ibic.:a s<!l"'t!'S mainly pas-
tries. coffee and desserts, includ-
ing a vegan coffee cake and a 
mini, pf'e--v,Tapped lemon cake. 
Valencia said many customers 
buy the vegan desserts simply 
out of curiosity, not because. 
they are vegan t11emse.h•es, but 
tend to like the taste because it 
is stronger and more concen-
trated than their dairy-filled 
alte.rnatives. 
Grov.ing up in Lima, Carlos 
Alberto Taipe, had also never 
heard the vrord "'vegano." NO\',' 
3-2 and ,,.rorking as a server in 
Mirnflores, he has still never 
heard the term. He explains veg-
etarianism is vel)' uncommon 
in Peru. 
"Not only are 
people not 
vegetarian around 
here, but there 
are not many 
people with food 
allergies." 
ALBERTO TAJ PE 
Restaurant seruer 
"Not only are people not veg-
etarian around he.re, but there 
are not manypoeplewith food 
a11ergies," Taipe said. 
Valencia said there arc a 
number of vegetarian res-
taurants in Lima with vegan 
options. Valencia pointed out 
another vegetarian restaurant 
()n the same block as Arabico, 
this one tucked away on a quiel 
street comer. There are only a 
small handful or wholly \'egan 
restaurants in Lima, including 
Pachamama_, a Pemvian and 
International cuisine restaurant 
in San Miguel, Raw Care, which 
sen·es raw vegan cuisine a)o1tg• 
side. its storefront of superfoods 
in Miraflores, and Yami, an 
intern,11tional cuisine destination 
in Llnoo di.strict. 
Other restaurants such as 
Govinda, a Hare Krishna, vegan-
friendly cstoblishmcnl, located 
in the Miraflores neighborhood, 
ser;e everything from Peruvian 
dishes of vegetable-sniffed avo-
cadOl?S to Chinese-style plates of 
rice, vegetables and soy protein. 
Even some non-vegetarian 
re.,;taurants are following suit, 
replacing meat with tofo in 
ccrtaht dishe..; such as stir-fry. 
The.re arc Chinese and Mediter-
r.mean cuisines that offer a mul-
tih1de of choices for a struggling 
vegan in a city full of meats and 
creams. 
Being ,,eg:m while travel-
ling in Peru can be challenging. 
Sources of whole protein are 
hard to come by, as beans are 
often cooked in animal fat and 
rite plates are loaded with sea---
food. Often, it is hard to modify 
dishes because of the way the 
basic ingredients are cooked. 
I can remember eight years 
ago whe1.1 T became vegan. Many 
people didn't know what 'vegan' 
meant. It wasn't nearly as much 
a part of U.S. culture as it is 
now,just like it isn't a part of 
Peruvian culture, but it Ls grow-
ing as the number of vegetarian 
and vegan restaurants emerge. 
- Dttsign by ,Jolumna M nt'tifl~l 
VECAN RESTAURANTS NEAR MIRAFLORES 
Unfottuf\ately Arabica ln Lima is now dosed but 
here are four locations that offer vegan and 
vegeta,ian dishes and are open for business near 
Miraflores. Peru, 
I'"'°• I 
""" 
Pacific 
Oceon 
1.PAWV\MAMft 
Add,ess: Av. Tacna 697, San Miguel 
Phooe: 2637968 
S"'"II sectbn 
of tin:~. Pr,u 
M§#le-
The vegan restc1urant opened it:$ doors in August 2013 and 
offers Peruvian and western cuisine. 
2. YAMI 
Address: Juan Bielovucich 1392, Unce 
Ph°"e: 22 !69~9 
M#bi,_ 
A vegan 0<ganic restaurant serving cuisines from around the 
world. Has wi-fi. Moved from Julio Cesar Tello 1082, Lince. 
3. RAWCAA 
Address.: lndependencia 587, Miraflores 
Phoo,: 4469456 
M·fl,_ 
Restaurant and Ofganic store. Serves raw and vegan food for 
breakfast. lu.ndl, tea time, and early dinner. The store sells 
superfood like spirulina, Peruvian cacao ni~ mac-a, oils., and 
more. 
4, (jOYJIIPA 
Address: Schell 634, Miraflores 
Phone: 4458487 
MH1MFilMM 
ser~ soups, curried sti,.f,ys with rice, and more. Also a small 
shop selling Incense, dothes. heahh food and snacks. 
• lnfonniltlon on restaurants wch as addn::sses. phone numbers and 
menu spedtie are from HappyCow.com 
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tarchaholics re-
joice! With over 
4,000 types of 
spuds native to the 
]and, Peruvians 
almost aJways fea-
h1re potatoes in thefr cuisine. 
t don't think f'm alone when 
I say I t11ought potatoes origi-
nated in Ireland or Idaho . .Being 
my favorite food, you'd think I 
would know better. 
Sadly I'm no culinnry master, 
so when I found out the hearty, 
delicious potato was born in 
Peru, it was news tome. 
Whether its boiled chunks 
io soups, a oold slice of sweet 
potato on a plate full of ccviche, 
or mashed, layered and stuffed 
with tasty filling, potatoes are 
C\'¢.C}"vhere. 
Lima is even hoinc to the 
lntemational Potato Center, 
an institute whose mission is 
to achieve food security, weJJ-
being, and gender equil)• for 
poor people in root and tuber 
farming. 
But \\ith an infinite number 
of Peruvian dishes that highlight 
taters, how do you know which 
one to choose? I had some help 
from t.ima locals and narrowed 
it down to three of tl1e to)) eats 
throughout the country: Causa, 
Papa a la Huancaina and Papa 
Rellena. 
Causa CiUl be found all over 
menus in Peni. Lei me break 
down the dish for you. It's typi-
cally potatoes mashed with aji 
verde paste, Lime juice, so.It a,1d 
l>CPJ>Cr and cooled into two 
2.4 w anderer 
A potato connoisseur explores three 
starchastic offerings in Peruvian cuisine 
STORY BY HANN AH COLE I PHO TOS BY ANGE LA CONNERS 
LIMA IS HOME TO THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO CENTER (CP) 
circular shaped patties, then 
stuffed with a layer of some 
combination between. It can be 
anything from chicken salad, to 
seafood c;c:mcoctions, to crellmy 
avocado 'Aith tomatoes. n,e 
possibilities are endless. 
"causa is one of my fa.,.orite 
Pemvian dishes," said Martin 
Valdivia, server at Embarcade,. 
r041 Restaurant in Lima, where 
rate my first Peruvian meal that 
just so happened to be causa. 
"It's a traditional dish here in 
Pel"U. lt's been around forever, 
and you can find it on almost 
any menu here. .. 
'!'he dish I had at Embarcode-
ro41 featured two different vari-
ations of Causa. One was made 
with swcct potatoes, stuffed 
with crabmeat, and topped with 
a seafood sauce, while the other 
was jelly potatoes stuffed with 
crabmeat and topped with an 
Asian chicken sauce. Talk about 
delicious. The dish captures the 
love of pot.a toes here in Pent and 
highlights the variety of fla,·or 
combinations that the country is 
known for. 
Not even a 1ne.i1u page away 
you'll find Papa a la Huancaina, 
another traditional potato dish 
in Peru. T)i,ically served cold 
and as an appetizer of so1ts, the 
soft, boiled yellow or white po-
tatoes are smothered in a spicy, 
creamy sauce called Huancaina 
sauce. Its main iitgredients are 
queso fresco (farm cheese) and 
aji verde. Oo top, you'll usually 
fo1d bard-boiled eggs and black 
olives. 
"Papa a la Huancalna was 
originally from the highlands in 
Pc:rt'i," said Pennian native Ra-
fael Mazan Palacios, 29. 
Much like me, Mazan didn't 
even know p0tatoes originated 
in tlt@ Peru\'ian Andes until he 
saw a commercia) a few years 
ago. He lived in Ireland for 15 
years and had thougM the JlO-
tato was from Europe. 
"I enjoy the potato sticks on 
top of the burgers here, but I 
like the, potatoes in Ireland bet-
ter," Mazan said. 
Despite his opinion, I was 
tl1rilled to see a plate of Papa a 
la Huancaina sen·ed before our 
meaJ during a night out in Llm(I. 
I had heard abou1 it but had11'1 
tasted it yet, so when I finally 
did, l understood the hype. The 
textu re of the potatoc,s was 
perfect and the sauce was thick, 
creamy and full of flavor. 
I was able to try Papa Rellena 
while on a bus ride through the 
Sacred Valley of Cusco, a few 
days before leaving Per(,. At first 
they looked like little d iecsc 
s ticks, but once 1 bit in I knew l 
was way off. What I fi rst thought 
was fried dough hmu?d out to 
be fried mashed potatoes. These 
potatoes are stuffed, usually 
with a spic;ed grouod beef, but 
there aJ'c a multitude of possi· 
bilities, and the.n fried in oil. lt's 
super easy and always delicious. 
It's aJso a great way to utilize 
leftover mashed potatoes! 
Peruvian dishes are so fl~ ible 
and can accommodate anyone's 
specific tastes. the influences of 
flavor from different countries 
make Peni's cuisin(! one. oflhe 
most versatile in the V.'Orld. 
"Everybody is mixed, so that 
means a lot of mixed food," said 
Rusi an Rodriguez Silvennarut, 
43, of Pent ""There is a wide 
mriety. You could try a differ-
ent dish for every meal on every 
day.• - Design by Kyle Holley 
DISHES PHOTOGRAPHE.D COURTESY Of 
MAOIU F'tCOiU RESTAUMHT 
3856 N. ASHtANO AVE. CHICAGO 
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For thousands 
of years, guinea 
pigs have been 
doniesticated 
andusedfor 
consumption in 
Andean culture. 
BY LAUREN TIMMERMAN 
- ... he golden, 
crispy, blistered 
skin wrapped 
around each 
little finger with 
its claws still 
intact. Whiskers SJ)routcd from 
its greasy wood·fired nose. Its 
jawbone was still intact, teeth 
im1>ac:tcd 't\'lth a vibra11t red chili 
pepper stuffed down its throat 
Its body was filleted open and 
spread across the platter like a 
bed sheet. 
Surrot.1nded by Peruvian 
potatoes and salsa, the presen~ 
tation was beautiful. Staring 
down at the plate, re«.>nsidering 
the ne.'<1: stc-ps I was about to 
take in life, I remembered my 
grade school class pet, Trixie the 
guinea pig. A small tear rolled 
down my cheek as I took my 
fi rst bite of a classic Pen1vian 
dish, guinea pig or cuy. 
The guinea pig in American 
culture is typically thought of ILS 
a peL Soil was surprising to see 
how the animaJ was treated and 
used for consumption in Pern. 
Watching the small fu,.zy 
creatures nibble on grass and 
hay in a guinea pig hut in Pi.sac, 
in the Peruvian Andes, it \'las 
hard to imagine how they could 
ever be an)1hing more or less 
Lhan something to coo ov~r. 
Roasted on a spit, baked in a 
wood fired oven or simmered in 
a ~1cw, the little 1tnimal tasted 
like greasy chicken. 
"Guinea pigs Jive for three 
26 wanderer 
LAUR£N TIMMERMAN 
the guinea pigs Kurry in their clay structurH where they a.i-. to 
gf'Ow and harvest weight In order to be sold for butchering and 
to l'fltaurants. 
LAUREH TIMMEJlMAN 
Ruben Nayayapo explains the many Penivian superstitions 
surrounding the guinea pig. 
AMERICAN PET, 
PERUVIAN 
DELICACY 
• 
years. The guinea pigs ta..:;te like 
cllicken, • said Ruben Nayayapo, 
a young boy from Pisac, Peru. 
The adorable little rodents 
arc housed in day structures, 
,sith little hand-made bridges 
that connect from hut to hut. 
This i.~ where the guinea pigs 
grow up to harvest weight and 
are then sold for butchering and 
off to restaurants. 
Ruben said be preferred cuy 
over chicken. Ruben looked to 
be about the age I "'as when l 
took 1'rixie home for the week-
ends. He stood close to the 
guinea pig hut, but not so close 
enough to come into t.'Onlacl 
with them. 
"If children touch die cuy 
they ~,II get sick, but adults can 
touch them/ Ruben said. 
Within the Peruvian culrure, 
there are many superstitions 
surrounding the c.uy U\at Afldc-
ans and Peruvians still embrace 
and believe in. 
Children are allowed to toucl1 
£WE G1AOA.1tS 
the cuy once it has been cooked. 
11,e history of the guine.a pig 
within t1.1e Peruvian and Que-
chua culture is as rich as Ille 
flesh itself. 
«tf you have a fever you can 
nib the cuy on you and you will 
not be sick anymol'e," Ruben 
said. 
'Theg,.1inea pig was domesti-
cated between 2500 and 5000 
B.C. in the Andean regions of 
Southern Peru and Bolivia, 
according to Daniel w. Gade, 
author of.,Guinea Pig in Andean 
Folk Cuhurc." The common 
ratio of maJe to female guinea 
pigs is I to 7 and litters of three 
to four are common. Wheo the 
pigs are plump, around tv.·o 
years, they will start 10 have ba· 
bies. Once a large litter has been 
produced the more robust pigs 
,,
1m be selected for harvest. 
"'lbe c.uy was a part of the 
Inca culture. tht:)' had ceremo-
nies with the cuy," said Adolfo 
Gon2.iles, manager of El Manu 
Restaurant in A.go.as Calientes, 
at the foot o(Madrn Piochu. 
Gonzales said tl1at the cuy is 
stm used to celebrate Inca tradi· 
tions in large ceremonies. 
"The alpacas and llamas are 
dressed with beaui-ifol colors 
and flowers, the cuy are placed 
into aged hands to cleanse,,. 
Gon.u\Jes said. 
Around the 17th century 
1,000 guinea pigs and 100 Da-
mas were sacrificed during an 
annual cerc11101ly in Cusco, but 
the rituaJ slaughters are no lon-
ger practiced in pllblic. 
Many of tourists oome to Pem 
in hopes of gaining a perspective 
on how the native culture lives. 
f:.alfog Lhis traditional dish is on 
the to do list for many travelers. 
"\•Ve travel a lot, I ha\'e always 
been curious about the tradi-
tional cuisines here in Peru. The 
cuy does not look very appeth:.· 
ing,'' said Isla Murray, a tourist 
from Napier, New Zealand. 
She was comparing alpaca 
burgers to kangaroo burgers with 
her travel partner and cringed a1 
U1e thought of eating cuy. 
··we do plan to 11'.l' the dish, 
but may need a lot ofbooz:eto 
encourage us," she said. 
While the idea or cleansing 
your soul \\1th a rodent, or pick· 
ingyourteeth with the bones of 
a class J>CL may m.)t be ap1,ea1i11g,, 
it docs have. South American 
travelers intrigued and locals 
beaming with excitement when 
Lhc plate comes to the table. 
If you're not sure about 
tr)ing cuy, take some friencls 
alorlg. For the whole experience, 
baked or spit·roasted cuy will 
GUINEA PIGS RAISED 
BY EUROPEAN 
COLONIZATION 
In 2007, evidence has 
shown that guinea pig.s 
were domesticated pets by 
Elizabethean social classes in 
Europe. 
A guinea pig skeleton was 
found in a backyard cellar of 
a former middle-class house 
in Mons, Belgium. which was 
once part of the Spanish E~ 
pire. Radiocarbon dating of 
the bones shOW1'd that the 
guinea pig lived around the 
16th and 17th centuries soon 
after the Spanish arrived to 
South America. 
Guinea pigs are rare to 
find in Europe'$ archeologi· 
c.al record, but when guinea 
pig remains were found 
in a recent sructy, evidence 
showed that its skeleton 
was complete and was not 
processed as food. Paintings 
at the time of the I 6th and 
17th century displayed guin-
ea pigs with multi,olored 
and white hair, which are 
genetic traits asrociated with 
domestication. 
Analysis of the chemical 
elements of the guinea pig's 
bones revealed the animal 
had eaten mo<tly l•ltovers 
or waste from human fcod 
without any trace of maize, 
which Is a typkal diet of do-
mestic guinea pigs in South 
America. This suggests that 
these guinea pigs had been 
bom and raised in Europe. 
However. there is also a 
great possibility that the 
Europeans ate them a-swell. 
The English, in fact ate dor-
mice at the time, which was 
a squirrel-like rodent. 
Source tlATIONAl GfOGIW'HIC 
showcase the entire animal for 
about Sf. 70, or about USS25. 
The amount of meat is minim.al, 
so rou can get ali\1ay\'.ith trying 
:i few bites ,.,.;t11out offending 
anyone. 
- Design by Tfam,a Rosa 
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BY STEPHANIE CA.SPELICH 
group of ecotourists \'Cnture off 
the coast of Pucusana~ an hour 
south of Lima, to enjoy the Pa .. 
c.ific Ocean breeze and catch a 
glimpse of one of the most inte1-
1igen1 and fascinating marine 
mammals known to man: the 
dolphin. 
Wltile this ca1\ be dismissed 
as mere sightseeing, the scien-
tists and researchers at Mundo 
Azul, a nongo"ernmental orga· 
ni1.;.1tion (NGO) committed to 
dolphin research and con.sen'a-
tion, rtly on trips like this to 
sustain and defend life in the 
open seas. 
·we offer dolphin watching 
28 wandeffr 
tours through Nature E,cpcdi· 
rions, an cootourism company 
that works closely with Mundo 
1-¼ul, to educate peoJ>le about 
dolphins and emphasize their 
importance in sustaining ma-
rine life{ said Stefan Auster-
miihle, e.xecuth•e director and 
founder of Mundo i\zul. 
Nature E.\,>editions offer 
dolphin-watching tours frorn 
Pucus.1na port, 44 miles south 
o( Llma. Trips are confinued for 
a minimum of two people and a 
maximum of fi\'e, The basic two-
hour dolphin-watching trip is 
S/ .345 ($122) per person while 
the fi\'e,.hour foll dolphin expe· 
rience i.s S/.577 (S204). 
"By doing so, we also gi"e 
local fishermen an altemati\'C 
source of income so they are dis· 
couraged from participating in 
the black market trade of selling 
E,:tch tour through Nature 
Expedition:S olso offers t he 
chance to see othe.r marine 
animals that reside in and 
near Peru, su<h as Humboldt 
penguin s, 
dolphin meat for human con-
sumplion," Austenniihlcsaid. 
Fueled by an alarming num· 
ber of dolphin deaths along 
the shores of the Piura and 
Lambayeque region of Peru, 
Austem1iihle, along wilh repre· 
sentafo-es from US-based NGO 
Blue Voice and UK-based NGO 
Ecostorm Agency, went under-
cover for a month to in"estigate 
the cause of these deaths. 
"ASide from the pollution 
caused by toxic chemical dumJ>· 
in.gin the ocean, we discovered 
Phot~<()IJ(1fl'Y MUNDO A?UL 
that local fishcnnen had been 
killing dolphins to be used as 
shark bait,- Austcnniihlesaid. 
11u?y would c:ut up the dol· 
phins, use the partS they need 
and leave the rest to rot on 
shore.'" 
He said if they could only 
educate people about the ham1-
ful effects of decimating the 
dolphin population on sea life, 
shark life in particular, there 
would be less horrific incidents 
like this. 
"'The main reason we push cc-
SWIMMING WITH 
WHl!Rl!TOSU 
COASTAL OOLPHINS 
SOUTHOFUMA 
_,, 
0 1ilw.osA. 
otourism program.s like dolphin 
and whale watching is that we 
can go out "ith four to five tour-
ists, show them these beautiful 
creatures and educate them by 
doing our research at the same 
time, M said Oia1ta Herrera Antaj, 
28, who studied engineering in 
ccotourism from Federico Vil-
larreal University and is now an 
assistant researcher at Mundo 
M ui. 
According to Herrera, Aus-
termiihle started tracking dol-
phins off the coast of Pucusa.na 
in 2006. He took photographs 
of the dolphins' dorsal fins for 
research and to monitor their 
health. Since then, they have 
collected data on 1,600 dolphins 
from Lima to Pamcas, 600 of 
which are permanent inhabit-
ants while the rest are t·ra.nsient. 
Austenniihle reported this 
incident to the OEFA and Vit'C· 
ministerio de la Pesqueria. The 
response from these agencies 
was positive at first; meanwhile 
the Ministerio de la Producci6n 
had no response at all. 
Dolphin fishing and con-
sumption have been illegal in 
'"" 
t~GAA!Ut 
Peru since the legislature passed 
Law No. 26585 in 1996. 
According to a report re-
leased in November 2013 by 
the Council on Hemispheric 
Affairs (COHA), the response to 
pl'otecting dolphins is gaining 
momentum but still lacks the 
government O\'ersig.ht to make 
it a rtality. Despite the Deputy 
Minister for Fishing Paul Phum· 
piu's declaration I hat there 
are 250 qualified inspectors to 
enforce the 1996 ban on killing 
dolphins, illegal activity contin• 
ues because of a lack or compli· 
a1\CC with existing laws. 
"n1e Peruvian fishing indus• 
try is one of the largest and one 
of the most profitable industries 
in the world. The Vice Ministry 
of Fisheries (Viceministerio de 
la Pesqueria} was not happ)' 
,,ith us,"' Austermiihle s..<tid. 
'11lcy have since tried to dis• 
credit the campaign and deny 
that a problem e.xists." 
And that i$ whv Mundo Azul 
h:lS turned to the.public for help 
in the fonn of ecotourism, 
Aside from the dolphin 
watc.hing tours offered, Mundo 
The Peruvian <oast 
features many towns 
and beaches, such as 
Pucus.1M, where Nature 
bpeditions hosts its 
dofphin·watching tours 
about one hour south 
of Lima. 
Azul encourages international 
,•olunteers to come to Lima to 
hclJ> in dolphin research. 
.. ,ve offer programs that run 
anywhere from five days to hvo 
weeks. Of course, the volunteer 
has to pay for conservation 
work as this is how we are able 
to fund our research," said Aus• 
tenni.ihle. "'\Ve also have intern· 
.ships that run httlr a ye..1.ror a 
year's time .. Interns do what we 
do: research, computer work, 
tourist guiding." 
Emironmental education 
and oonscr..,ation in Pena ha\'C 
had support from agencies like 
Mundo A.Zul, Planeta Oc~no, 
Acorema, Pro Delphinus and 
Orea. ·n,e challenge is to sustain 
their research and projects by 
funding it through 
eootourism projects. 
According to f'iorella Tamayo 
Zegarra, 26, an ecotourism en· 
ginecr, it is important to define 
ecotourism ,,ithin the values of 
conservation. She says ecotour· 
ism, which has been mistaken 
for conventional tourism, is 
committed to saving ecosystems 
(1narine, terrestrial, 1.tcustrine, 
ONTOURWffH 
PUIUVIAN WILDUFI! 
On each dolphin· or whale-
watching tour you will 
have a chance to see and 
photograph m0<e wikUife 
beyond your typical dolphin 
°' v.male such as: 
Sottlenose dolphins 
DU!l<y dolphins 
Surmeisters porpoises 
Humpback v.11ale, 
Blue "11ales 
Seiwhales 
Fin whales 
Spe<m whales 
Or<as 
SOUth American sea lions 
Peruvian diving petrels 
Humboldt penguins 
Inca terns 
With the full dolphin 
watching expe,ience, lasting 
five hours instead of two, you 
will see up to 40 differe.nt 
typeS of birds depe<lding on 
the season and participate in 
a bird,feeding activity, 
All info,mation <ourtesy of 
Nature Expeditions' website. 
etc.) through education and 
awareness. Promoting ecotour-
ism will help create a watc;hdog 
society, where private citizens 
along with scientists, research· 
ers and NGOs take responsibil-
ity for the care and preservation 
of the environment. 
·Etotourism has started to 
gain a st:ronger foothold in Peru. 
I think more conservation orga· 
ni1.ations could adapt this model 
of intcrdepcndence, .. Herrera 
said. "11,ese organizations could 
start programs in schools where 
cllildrcn foam how to identify 
certain specic-s or marine life, 
train the local people who live in 
areas with e<x>tourism p0tential 
and also train travel agencies 
who offer ecotourism in their 
sen.ices. This way, people are 
encouraged to practice ecotour· 
ism and take care of their envi· 
ronment at the same rime ... 
So ne~1 l'ime you vis-it Lima,, 
please consider e.-,:ploring the 
beautiful shores of Pen1 by join· 
ing an ccoto\1rism program. You 
ne\'cr know if the dolphin you 
see is the dolphin you S3\'C. 
-Design by Erica Garber 
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In this Peruvian n1arketplace, 
providing entertainment sometimes 
means bending the law. 
BY GIANCARLO ARIAS-CICCARELLI 
ehind the government 
palace in downtown 
Lima stands a market· 
place where anything 
from knickknacks to 
clothing. movies to electronics 
can be bought or found cheaply. 
It's called Polvos Azule~ 
I heed warnings not only 
from toutists but also from locals 
to keep watch over your belong-
ings on the outskirts of this mar• 
ket where "stolen'" merchandise 
is sold, and food vendors flock 
to dump any and all products 
to, sale. 
Javier (top) is 
a 22-year-<>ld 
video worker 
who sells 
questionably 
obtained 
films in 
Uma's Polvos 
Azu/es. n,., 
list of movies 
spans from 
the old to the 
new to the 
unreleased. 
30 wandt,-, 
This is• place to buy any type 
of film past. present and future. 
I'm led down a path where ven-
dors sell the,e films on the cheap. 
There are multiple entrances 
in this enormous t\Yc>-floor de-
sign marketplace. When you first 
enter. you feel you're in a new 
city with new laws and new ways 
to spend plara (money). 
Security guards and occa-
sional police officers roam the 
tight aisles of this market,. while 
customers flock to their favorite 
floor or sections. 
I headed one floor down 
toward the middle of this place 
and found electtonics at count· 
less stands. 
Each aisle holds 10 to 15 
kiosks. Vendors line up lit with 
massive 40-inch Samsung LEO 
lVs, playing whatever block· 
buster hit from the United States. 
Each shop is as big as a single 
dorm bedroom packed wall to 
wall with the late-st movie and 
class film noir flkks. 
Each vendor has• flipbook 
-as thick as the Bible- showing 
all the movies available for sale. 
I visited the first floor on the 
0 
section of Block 20.1 met Javier, 
22, a video worker who respect· 
fulty didn't want to give out his 
last name. Technically he"s bteak-
ing the law selling reproduced 
movies. 
But he was willing to talk for 
an interview while othe,s, for 
obvious reasons, didn't want to 
talk, be filmed or recorded. 
Javier explained that all of his 
merchandise is extracted from 
the l.ntemet ftom torrent web-
sites where a vendor needs to be 
wbs<ribed and also invited in. 
This works for a multitude of old 
R 
classic movies to newly released. 
and not even screened movies 
from the United States. 
"Why don't I sell originals 
over copies?" Javier asks, "It's 
because of price. I have (lients 
who come back and buy the 
original films after buying the 
copies for their collection and an 
all-over better vie-wing experi· 
ence. It's a ll about prices. I aim 
my prices to the lower class since 
ifs expensive to watch and buy 
original movie copies." 
Is it more than just making a 
living'? 
When buying a movie, it's 
in a thin plastic box with the 
movie description engraved on a 
white burned disk. This seems to 
be the "norm" on an everyday 
basis, where I see these shops all 
auoss Lima. 
This brings up the topic of 
"Copy Lett· which is the method 
for making a program (or other 
work) free, and modifying and 
extending the ve1sions of the 
programffilm or other material 
object. 
·1 want my films to be free to 
the public, tree to anyone who 
DOU TORRaMT•u; 
lmALLY HURT MOVIE 
-D MUSIC SALES? 
Economist Robert Ham· 
mond, a researcher at Nonh 
carolina State University, pub-
lished a paper that states his 
finding, that pre-release of an 
album can actually lead to an 
increase in sates. 
OVer nine months, Ham· 
mond checlced popular BilTlr-
rent sites to find the number 
of do'Nflloaders, seede~ and 
leechers. The data he collected 
allowed Hammond to con· 
sttuct a model that accuratefy 
predicts the negligible effect 
piracy has on music sales. 
He found that each down· 
load is associated with 0.26 
additional sales of lllat item. 
This translates to some 60 ex-
tra sales overall. This doesn't 
seem like a lot but dispells the 
Idea that piracy hurts music 
and movie sales overall. 
source: ,vlted.co.uk 
wants to duplicate them and en-
joy them," says renowned Peru-
vian filmmaker Alberto "Chicho"' 
Durant who spoke to students 
from Columbia College Olicago 
while in Lima. 
I bought one of his films, 
"Alias La Gringa• for SI.S, which 
comes out to be USS 1.79, 
"The only ones who should 
make money from my movies 
are the companies like Netflix 
and theaters, who I get a royalty 
check from,· the 63-year-old Du-
rant said. 
This raises the question of 
EUOl ETUIIJ:11. 
Alberto "Chi<ho" Durant is a 
64-year-old filmmaker who 
believes movies should be 
released me to the public. 
how much the laW'5 Cctn actually 
do in such a situation. In markets 
you pay a monthly fee to open 
up shop, but wllat you sell is at 
your discretion. I have seen police 
officers buy bootlegs for enter-
tainment. watching them in their 
cars on portable DVD players. 
Jose Bolanos, 47, video store-
owner in the same Block. 20, 
(who asked not to be voice re· 
corded or filmed) said the right 
to have these movies is a given. 
" I provided these movies to 
people who cannot afford to go 
to a movie theater," he said. 
In Lima, going to a movie 
theater is mainly for families and 
also couples on date night. 
•w. jokingly kid if you're 
going on a date, not to buy 
bootlegs but treat her to a bet-
ter experience at a la<al theater 
since buying bootlegs on your 
first date makes you look like a 
cheapskate· he said. 
Buying a movie ticket is m01e 
expensive than a bootleg movie. 
A movie ticket costs S/.13 (Pen,. 
vian Soles), whkh comes out to 
be US$4.65, while a pirate copy 
ls only S/. Sand can be watched 
by several people. Elderly and 
children get about S/3 off regu-
lar admission. This seems like a 
bargain in United States currency, 
but here, where the dollar is 
high, everything is expensive. 
-Design l,y Angelo Fiore 
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Many seniors 
in Peru with 
limited access 
to pensions TO THE 
. 
or savings 
return 
to work 
WRITIEN BY PATRICA BOSCAN I PHOTOS BY LAUREN TIMMERMAN 
DESIGNED BY ELIZABETH EARL 
ario Charnbi, 74, 
has sat behind his 
oonfectiomuy stand 
sb: days a week on 
J a street corner of the Miraflores dis· trict in Lima for more than 20 years. 
Now a widower, Chambi sets up his 
stand Monday through Saturday and sits pa· 
tiently, waiting for the occasional customer 
or the usual friend who helps pass the time. 
Although he 'A'Oli;ed for a larger company 
earlier in his life, Cha.mbi was not able to 
retire at 65. Like many Peruvians, he does 
not have a pension to falJ back on. 
In the United States, a po1tion of workers' 
paycheeks go toward their Social Sec\lrity to 
help them secure funds for the futtire. Many 
Americans also save for l'Ctircment through .. 
out their working years. 
While Americans have a regular Social 
Security benefit 10 count on, for the Pe-
ruvian working class, a nest egg is not 
a1ways possible. In Peru, it is common 
to walk the streets and see senior C.iti· 
zc1\S working at any time of the day or 
night. 
"'Here in Peru, they ask for a moun· 
tain of requis ites," Cham bi said. "You 
lug the papen,1ork hel'e and back and 
we gel tired of walking back and forth be-
tween places." 
l.uekiJy for Cl1ambi, the stand is not his 
sole resource . In addition to his business, he 
has sons who financially support him and 
provide him a home; he resides with one of 
their farni1ies. 
.. It's vciy hard to .nakc a fio.aileial plan 
that \\ill help you retire, especially when you 
only make S/. 750 a month and you have a 
fi1mily to suppo1t," Cham bi said. 
At the current exchange rate of 2.75 Pern-
vian Soles to the dollar, this would work out 
to about US$272 a month. n,c legal mond!ly 
minimum wage in Peru is S/. 675 (US$254), 
Chambi added that there are familial 
values in Peru that strongly encourage 
children to help their parents as they age. 
Many elderly Pernvians move ln with their 
children or depend on them financially after 
retirement as a cultural norm. Although liv-
ing v.itb family cuts down on the costs of a 
rent or n mortgage, Chambi explains that for 
him, operating the st.and is aJso a matter of 
independence. 
"'I can't be at home. beanise at home you 
get tired and boring," C11ambi said. 
According to the U.S. Social Security 
Administration, Peru works under a social 
insurance and individual account system. In 
Chambi's casr.., he. wouJd ha\•e only been able 
to retire at 6s ifhe had oontnl,uted for 20 
years in order to receive government ad min .. 
istered retirement benefits. 
For Victor Herrera OJ bas, 60, who repairs 
v.icker baskets in the Miraflores c.fo,irict, it is 
a matter of J>ride as welJ. 
"My wife and I stm ha\·e strengtl1 to 
work," Herrera said. 
Herrera was able to rec:eive on early pen .. 
sion at tlte age.of 55 because he had at least 30 
rears of contribution in the workforce under 
the national Social fru.'1.mmce prot,rram. How-
ever, he still shows up to Yl'Ork in his stall to 
bring in extra inoome because living 
Herrera takes his work ethic from his 
mother's example. Leisurely, he weaves 
the ooloriul thick yarn thrnugh the basket's 
splintered fibers, in and out, and perfonns 
on the pension payout was just 
not enough. 
In his case, the monthly 
"It's very 
the same tedious process time and 
again to re.store the damaged 
basket dropped off by a cus· 
tomer. When asked what 
he would do if he no 
longer had the physical 
strength to work. he 
responded simply witl1 
a modest grin. Physi-
cal exhaustion is not a 
major COJ\CCrn for him, 
he said. 
S/. 350 that he earned for 
those 30 years of contri-
bution was not cutting 
it to support both hirn 
and bis wife. In Ameri· 
hard to make a 
financial plan that 
will help you retire, 
especially when you 
can currency, Herrera 
was receiving $127 each 
month. The average rent 
fo r a JA>edroom apart-
ment outside the cjty center 
.. 1 plan to ,~'Ork until 
th(' very end. rr something 
were to happen to me caus-
ing me to not be able to work, 1 
would just rent out different floorS of 
my home." Herrera said, proving that he has 
a plnn to never stop working. 
only make S/.750 a 
month and you have a 
family to support." 
of Uma i.s about S/.691, nearly 
double what Herrera made fn)m 
- MARIO CHAMBI 
Street vendor 
his pension. Pa)1ng the basics with just 
retirement funds couldn't work, so he began 
to work again. 
But Herrera wasn't bitter about it. He was 
cheerful as he worked, saying that he needed 
to keep his hands bu.sy. 
~My mother b; 98 years old and she works 
in the fields farming," Herrera said. "She still 
won't take any money from her children." 
,cuANTO CUESTA? 
For seniors like Mario 
Chambi, who live on S./ 750 
Around the conter and a few shops down 
from Herrera is another shopkeeper, i:\far-
leni Medina de Osorio, a self-proclaimed 
ei\lrcpre.nc.ur. She stands out not onl}' as 
a business OY.'Oer but also because she is 
female. 
per month (USO S272), how 
hard is it to make ends meet? 
1~room apartment 
(outside center of Lima} 
S/.691 
Basic u1ilities 
Sl.180 
(USD 64) 
Source NUMBEO.COM 
(USD 246) 
Mario O,ambi, 74, has sold confections 
on the streets of th4l Miraflores d istrict 
in Lima to bring in extra income after he 
retired 20 years ago. 
With su11r,ort from her husband and 
daughters, Medina made the decision to 
start up her o,.,n business selling sou"enirs 
<m<l knick knacks. She still use.,; the store as 
supp)emental)r income, despite its nones-
sential wares. But her reasons differed stark-
ly frorn just n1onet:ary Or)es: Like Cham bi, 
she said she needed actl\,ity to keep her oc-
cupied after retirement. 
"Doctors have said it plenty of times -it's 
been medically proven/' Medina said. "\Ve 
need to get UJ> and out of the house and get 
moving. It's good for you." 
A very charismatic Medina talked about 
exercise with an energy that can make her 
bounce off tlHi. waJls of her small shop. 
She said that seniors can draw hea1th 
benefits from working as well as mooetaf)• 
ones, c.iting the mcdicaJ reports that physi· 
ical activity lengthens seniors' lives and hap-
piness. She keeps her hands busy because 
she sees ii a.~a wayofbcingu.scfuJ, she said. 
"\'\'e can't just sit there.and rot away," 
Medina said. "We're not dead yet." 
Public transit pass 
(monthly) 
S/.184 
(USD 6S.SO) 
1 liter of milk 
S/.4 
(USD 1.50) 
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An organization 
gives human 
trafficking 
survivors the 
tools to live 
better lives. 
BY STEPHANIE CASPELICH 
•Thank God for the a benefit provided 
to us through 
the woods, N said 
Jovi1a Maynas, a member of the 
Shipibo tribe of San Salvador 
and a human trafficking survivor. 
Mayna.s is just one of 54 wom-
en in Pucallpa, a city in eastern 
Peru locate<! along the bank of 
the Ucayali River by the Amazon, 
who have suffered some form of 
violence, sexual exploitation or 
forced labor at the hands of hu• 
man traffickers. 
She is part of a growing 
number of indigenous women 
who have chosen to turn their 
life around through the help of 
Pro Mujer Oriente (Pro Women 
East), a homegrown nonprofit 
organization that work.s with 
Asociaci6n Fore-stal lndfgena de 
Madre de Dios {AFIMAD) to re-
habilitate and educate women in 
Andean communities who have 
been victims of slave labor and 
human trafficking. 
Liz Tutusima, 31, a la\!\')'er and 
human rights advocate, started 
PMO in 201 O after reading a 
study for her t hesis that revealed 
.. the wlnetability of women 
in native communities towards 
gender-based violence decreased 
according to the increase of in-
come." 
"'Our work involves not only 
providing women with the ar-
tisanal skilk fjewelry-making, 
textile production and embroi .. 
de,y, wood carving) to support 
themselves and their families. 
We also provide them with the 
opportunity to sell their products 
34 wanderer 
A workshop for entrepreneurs that is run by Pro Mujer Oriente. 
a
nd THRIVING 
and the ability to eam an in• 
come," Tutusima said. "By giving 
them a chance at independence, 
these women find emotional 
stability and strengthen their 
economic growth so that no ot1e 
can harm them." 
According to Not For Sale, a 
U.S.•based nonprofit organiza-
tion working to end slavery and 
human ttafflcking worldwide, 
women are particularly vulner-
able to exploitation due to cul-
tural expectations around child· 
care and their inability to earn 
an independent income. 
As PMO's biggest supporter, 
NFS horu artisan craft training 
for women to learn how to pro-
duce quality jewelry pieces us-
ing seeds and natural materials 
found in the Amazon. The items 
are then sold on NFS' online 
store, local trade shows such as 
the Expo 2013 Amazon in !qui• 
to~ PMO's website and through 
thei, Fac:ebook page. 
" Our Micro Enterprise Train-
ing Program provides indigenous 
and mestizo women and teenag-
ers from poor urban areas with 
the knowledge and technical 
assistance for the production 
and selection of regional mattti-
als (vegetable seeds, dyes, etc.) 
to design and make articles of 
clothing, pieces of jewclry, item.s 
that can be sold to provide them 
with a stt~ady income," said 
Elena Majin, head of the craft 
workshop community in San 
Salvador. 
"In some cas~. we work to 
enhance the skills the women 
may already know. In Jovita's 
[MaynasJ ca.se, she is a mem-
ber of the Shipibo tribe 
known for their artisanal 
skills panicularly in pot-
tery. The designs and 
geometric patterns are 
Liz 1\rtusi ma is 
the founder of 
Pro M ujer Oriente. 
passed from one generation to 
another. We try to incorporate 
this knowledge in our training 
programs. including the unique 
technique used to make pot-
JoviU Maynas. a survivor and current membff of Pro Mujer 
Orient ~. doing embroide-ry. 
tery without the use of pottery 
wheels.· 
Ae<ordin9 to the International 
labot Otganization, 1.8 million 
people in Latin America are en· 
gaged in forced labor and ex-
ploited. The Global Slavery Index 
2013 estimates 82,272 of those 
people are from Peru. Eight out 
of 10 cases a,e related to do-
mestic trafficking, in Yv'hkh case 
Peruvian women are ttafficked 
internally as domestic setvants. 
Peru has also served as transit for 
human trafficking cases where 
women are sent to Argentina. 
Japan and Spain for the purpose 
of sexual exploitation. 
Anti-Slavery International, 
an organization that works to 
eradicate slavery and slavery-like 
practices, shows source areas for 
exploitation and human traf· 
ticking are e<onomicalty active 
regions of Peru where there are 
few economic opportunities for 
women. These areas include: 
Yurimaguas, Iquitos and Pucall-
pa, Amazonian cities known 
for their logging industries; 
Tacna, in the south, and 
Piura, in the north. known 
for their mining industries; and 
Tumbes, Pucallpa, Puno and 
Cusco, which are located along 
the border and rely heavily on 
the agricultural sector. 
·PMO works closely with the 
Peruvian National Police and its 
WHAT 15 DIVINTRAP? 
OIVlm-RAP is a Spanish abbre-
viation that translates to •oivi-
sion Crimes Against Human 
T,affiddng· in English, 
It was created in 2004 M 
part of the Division of R~ 
search of Kidnapping. 
Th• tuooions of DMr-ll'RAP 
ate: 
To investigate and prose<ute 
crimes agairm personal liberty, 
illicit migrants, human tissues 
and 0<gan trafficking. 
To receive, record and file 
complaints from the public 
prosecutor, other poli<e units 
and civil society. 
To continV()US;ly C()C){din.ate 
with the public p,osecutOf, the 
judiciary and civil society, fOf 
1he success of the mission. 
~r(t NATIONAl POU(( Of mu 
Division of Research trafficking 
to track and stop known cases 
of human trafficking. We work 
closely with them to expose 
potential routes of trafficking 
in Peru (see table). For example, 
we know that traffickers from 
the ,ural Loreto area stop at 
the port of Pucallpa to transfer 
their potential victims, Based on 
repons gathered from research 
and the victim's families, we can 
stop these t raffickers by track· 
ing their personal documents," 
Tutusima said. 
According to Anti-Slavery 
International, the most common 
forms of human trafficking in 
Peru are sexual exploitation. 
pornography, sexual tourism. 
labor exploitation in agriculture, 
logging, mining, factories, and 
domestic work. 
"The victims who come to 
us risk their lives to report their 
cases. It is our responsibilrty to 
provide them with a safe place 
to stay, give them food, psy· 
chologi<al and legal assiStan<e, 
as well as access to workshops, 
technical and educational moti-
vation, .. Tutvsima said. 
.. Aside from our Mic,o Enter· 
prise Training Program, we pro-
vide these womet\ with a Men-
toring and Counseling Program 
where we educate women about 
the prevention of violence, 
provide them with information 
that will help them spot cases of 
trafficking and exploitation and 
u ain them to avoid it and report 
it to the organizations like us 
and the proper authorities (Peru· 
vian National Police}, she said. 
PMO's main goal is to help 
women who are victims of ex· 
ptoitation and human trafficking 
regain their dignity and suppon 
their growth as independent 
entrepreneurs. 
·tt is important for us to pro-
vide oppcrtunities to sell items 
ptoduced by these women in a 
worldwide market. By doing so, 
we spread information to end 
exploitation of women and hu· 
man trafficking, and we gain 
more suppott from the interna-
tional community to continue 
our work and support more 
women who come to us for 
help," Tutusima said. 
..We must remember that 
the purchase of a product helps 
women economically Yv'hkh 
then uplifts them spiritualfy and 
mentally, and above all they are 
supporting local industry since 
everything is handmade." 
And with that Liz Tutusima 
heads off to manage the 
jewelry-making workshops in 
Manantay. Driven by hope and a 
sense of responsibility, her work 
continues for as long as there 
are women in Pucallpa. in Peru, 
in the world who seek a second 
chance in life. 
- Design by Andrew Fair 
POTENTIAL ROUTES OF TRAFFICKING IN PERU 
' 
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Otienteand 2 Arequipa Arequipa 
the Peruvian 3 Arequipa Madre de Dios 
National 3 Arequipa Moquegua Police have 6 (US<O Madre de Oios 
worl<ed 6 (US<O Puno together 
13 Lima Lima to discover 
rout~that 2 Lima Moquegua 
slave traders 2 Lima Ecuador 
use when 3 L°'eto Cusco 
kidnapping 2 LO(eto-lquitos la libertad 
peopl•. 7 LO(eto Lima 
Scxir(itAOA 4 LOC"eto Loceto•Contamana SYS'IEM PNP; 
3 L0<eto Piura POU(£ RECOIWS 
CASES IHV[STI· 4 LCC"eto Ucayali GAT£08VCKS 
6 Huanuco-Tingo Marfa Moquegua 
4 U<ayaH-Pucallpa Uma 
2 UCayati Madre de Oios 
3 lkayali-Yarinac0<ha Moquegua 
2 l.kayali-Aguaytia YatiMCocha 
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LAUREN Tl>I.MERMAN 
At the popular .,,.,tets, tourists and locals can find all kinds of 
alpaca items in different qualities. 
armentsa.nd 
textiles made 
of alpaca fleece 
--. can be found in 
plentiful sup-
ply around the 
city of Lima, Peru. The souvenir 
shopo that line the streets and 
fill the open-air markets are 
piled high .,,th items that look 
and feel like they're made out 
of baby alpaca Oee<e. The soft 
fleece fools like freshly picked 
cotton, and the earthy tones 
mimic the natural color.; of the 
alpacas. Intricate designs refled 
the landscapes of Pe,u, 
Alpacas are part of the cam-
elid family, which also includes 
the ,i cufia, llama and guanaco. 
They live in the highlands of 
Pero, Bolivia and Ecuador. The 
higher altitude keeps them cool-
er underneath their cashmere-
like coats. 
The vicuria was once an en-
dangered animal, and its flee.:e 
is more than ten times higher 
than d,e cost of alpaca fleece. 
Vicuiia fleece is oot as dense, 
therefore limiting lhe number of 
gannents and textiles produoed 
from the animal. 
Shopkeepers insist their 
clothing items are 100 percent 
pure alpaca and rarely bargain 
over prices for the quality items. 
36 w anderer 
A goocl,quality baby 
alpaca scarf (lefl) costs 
around $40. A vicuiia scarf 
(right) is more than ten 
times more expensive. 
......... ··--·-
I BY LAURE N TI MM ERMAN I 
Not all that glitters is gold, 
sarne tvith what is usually sold as baby alpaca. 
Not only is it not baby but abnost always 
mixed ivith othe,. ,naterials 
T11E CAM ELID5 FROM SOUTH AMERICA 
LLAMA 
u,,cl mostly as 
pack anima1s. 
llamas are 6 feet 
tall t1nd weigh 
250pounds 
AlPACA 
less indepen. 
dent shy and 
quiet afJ)ac:M a,e 
half the size of a 
116m• 
111ruf<A 
Gracious and 1len-
der. wunas have 
the finest wool 
in thtworld: 12.5 
microns diameter 
GUANACO 
Considered wild, 
guanacos have 
smaller strai~ 
ears and gray 
faces 
' 
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But not all of the items are ac- using fleece from the camel id 
tually 100 perceot natwal and family - mostly alpaca-for cen-
autbeotic. turies as trade in textiles and as 
;,I shouldn't ten you that a sign of wealth. Tirny have been 
tl1ese materia)s are not 100 per- a treasure of the Andean people 
cent baby alpaca. But because for over 6,000 years. 
you arc. \o\'liting a story, and l When ga,nne.nt.s are advcr .. 
don't wa.nt to give my country tised as 100 percent baby alpaca 
a bad name, the nlp;ica Oeece is it means they have been made 
typically 1ni:<ed with other ma- out of a first sheer; it is the 
terials," said Javier Navarro, a fleece at it$ most coveted tex-
salesman at the 8arringto11 store ture, the softest.1'he baby wilJ 
in Lima. re-grow its coat throughout its 
Typically white, black and a life, b\lt there is only one chance 
variety of browns, their fleeces to have the desired texture-
areooveted for their natural one chance for 100 percent baby 
beauty by locals and tourists. alpaca, aCCC)rding to Barrington, 
The Pemviao people have been a te.'<1:ile company. 
lt<ll~ (.-'-"-bl truML!IUW~CNSTQ)H( WE'Ee()(U!, 0,1,',1;0 TORR:S COSTA1lS, M/lK( fiWlCES HO'IWO 
Baby alpaca items come from the first shfff'. Originally white. 
blade and bn>wn lh•y can be dyed in different colors. 
Maribel Condori Gonzilles, 
a shopkeeper at !nka Parick in 
Lima, continued to tell shop-
pers running their fingers over 
vibrantly colored scarves and 
socks that they were pure baby 
alpaca. 
To offer a comparison, the 
highest concentration of gold 
jewcll)• is 24 lwat, but it's al-
ways mixed with other metals to 
prO\;de solidity. Similarly, if a 
sweater were made of pure al-
paca fleece, it would fall apart. 
"These scarves are mixed with 
cotton. They are dyed. If you 
find colors that are riot vibrant, 
that are brown or black, they are 
more real," Condori said. 
So the que.stion remains: 
How can you tell what's real, 
what's fake, and what is the 
ootton-to-Oeece ratio? 
\'veil, if you lead an alpaca 
to grass and ask him nicely to 
nibble, he just might. All alpaca 
garments and textiles are mixed 
with other materials. Determin-
ing what they are mixed with 
and to what ratio is the hard 
part. Howmrer, the more alpaca 
fleece within a gannent, the 
more you will pay. 
Some e.'(perts lal O•N how to 
tel1 what is alpaca and what is 
synthetic. 
.. If the keepers allow you, or 
secretly, take some fibers off the 
sweaters." said Monika Giuliana 
Osorio, owner of AJpaca Fashion 
at the loka Market in Lima. 
Osorio sbo\,'00 me a trick, 
She lightly plucked some fibers 
from four of her beautiful sweat• 
ers and lit them on fire. Each 
had a unique odor. The smell of 
plastic rose from the cheapest. 
The second smelled like burning 
human hair. She explained these 
had the most synthetic material 
mixed in. n,e third had a farnil-
lar and naturaJ campfire odor 
- more alpaca. The fourth had 
a smell that combined an three, 
yet burned more quickly, 
"See, this last one has a syn· 
thetic material Tt1s not as soft as 
this sweater mixed with cotton," 
Osorio said. 
The sweater that was mtxed 
,\11th cotton was softer, yet more 
expensive at S/.~o, nearly 
US$8o. The one mL,ed with 
synthetics was S/.130 or S50, 
The least expensive sweaters 
have little to no alpaca. Because 
there is no mass production and 
only a limited time for sheer-
ing, handmade alpacA items are 
ex.pensive. 
Lesson learned: When shop· 
ping for these garments, expoct 
to pay a higher price for better 
quality. 
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hough the sky 
is sometimes 
gray in Peru, the 
vi\-id colors of 
the muhitudeof 
markets lhal the t.vuntry has 
to offer compensates for the 
dull clouds. Vendors offer ev-
erything from tablecloths and 
placemat,; to a variety of wear-
able items (like backpacks and 
sweaters} woven with only the 
brightest of yarns. But what 
tourists bring home as souve-
nirs are deeply rooted in Peru·s 
culture. 
Commonly kno¼n as" An-
dean te,..1iles'° (because or the 
\\1e,a\ing practice originating 
from the indigenous Andean 
people), lhese patterned textiles 
have more significance. than 
something for travelers to take 
with them. 
For thousands of years, 
they've become multipurpose 
and stand as symbols for par• 
ticular people. 111ey originally 
began as a sort of ornamenta-
tion and were a crucial part in 
Incan sacrificial rituals. Tour 
guide Arturo Palomino knows 
more Lhan just the goography 
and landscapes of the Andes-
but the te,1ile traditions too. 
"11,ey used to burn the of-
ferings [on textiles) like an 
offering to the Pachamama 
Foreign tourists have created a high demand for 'natural· handmade products to bring home an 
original pie<e of Peru. 
(Molller Earth) ... there·d be 
colors in the smoke. That way 
they knew lhe offerings were 
okay," Palomino said. 
More than just part ofsacri-
ficial rituals, they are also com-
mon attire with symbolic sig· 
nificance. The Andean women 
wear the blankets and scarves 
(almost always made of alpaca 
or llama wool) the same way 
people wear wedding rings. 
"Bright oolors for the la· 
dies, in red, pink, or yellow 
colors [means) they're s ingle 
women. If the colors are dark, 
like purple, they're married. If 
the oolor is black, they're wid• 
owed,"' s.aid Palomino. 
They°re also worn as a sort 
of carrier too. PeoJ)le wear 
them on their backs to cany 
practically anything, I've seen 
indigenous people weari11g 
them to carry their c.hildren, 
plants, goods they're selling, 
and even baby animals-like 
sheep and alpacas. 
Peru"ians have capitaliied 
on lhis art though and now 
these te:x1ilcs are undoubt-
edly available in every market 
throughout Peru. ln an effort 
to sc11 them, many vendors 
boast them as "heeho a rnano" 
(handmade) to tourists who 
pass by. But a local artist ob-
serves that these claims may 
not be true. Papacho, a native 
Peruvian, medicine man, and 
craftsman under.stands the im-
1>0rtancc o( making each piece 
of art by hand. 
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When indigenous women weave for their families today, they still move toward synthetic 
material due to its time-saving qualities and more intense shades of color. 
"You see them weave blan-
kets in their own shops, so you 
know [ if Lhey're handmade]. 
But some just buy a lot of 
them to sell, made by ma· 
chines. You never know unles.s 
you see llhem made) or ask; 
Papacho said. 
Papacho incorporates woven 
textiles into his own pieces. He 
specializes in leather goods, 
parlicularly bags and wan hang-
ings. Each piece features some 
sort of wool-woven design, and 
usuallv plants inspire them. 
"I make patterns of roots 
in all of my art ... when J>eople 
don ·t consider the patterns 
they're making, it's not special, .. 
Papacho said. 
Soine of t11e patterns in 
the textiles are representa-
tive of nature- sons, rivers, 
and mountains. This further 
emphasizes the import{lnce 
that lhe indigenous place on 
Pacllamama. 
Despite how common these 
woven item.s are, they're not 
Lhat common among non-indig-
enous Peruvi:ms. Jn the more 
urban areas of Peru, for ex• 
ample - the Miraflores district 
in Llma- residents tend not to 
even buy the patterns that Ll1cir 
\."Ountry is known for. 
"'We know that the clothing 
¼ill always be here. Touri~h; 
buy it because they only stay 
in Peru for a couple of weeks," 
said Juan Siucho Seminario, a 
resident of Miraflores. 
This makes it pretty easy to 
pick out a tourist in Limtt, If the 
camera around somoone·s neck 
doesn ·t give it away, the bright 
patterned backpack "ill. But 
tourist consumerism in Peru is 
whal stimulates the economy 
and provides for the Andean 
people. So when tourists lake 
home these souvenirs, they're 
doing so much more than add-
ing a new scarf or pair of shoes 
to their closet- they're bringing 
home a true piece of Peru. 
- Design b.v Makenzie Damm 
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PERUVIAN AREAS WHERE QUECHUA 15 WIDeLY SPOKl!N 
An Indian girl in Pisac, 
Cusco, carrying he, pet 
goat. 
Quechua is the 
mosts:poken 
language family 
ECVADOR 
in South America. 
The orange areas 
indicate vklere 
Qu«hua is still most 
commonly spoken 
throughout current 
da}• Peru. 
Source RUl~ASIMLOE 
Attin KARINA CORONA 
Photo DELANEY DWAlU.tNEHAN 
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COLOMBIA 
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Although a large number of Peruvians speak Quechua, 
the historically negative stign1a behind the ancient 
lncan tongue continues to linger in the Quechua culture 
s I walked 
down the 
cobblestone 
streets of 
Cusco, I 
found myself 
looking every 
which way any time l cattg ht a 
snippet of Quechua. Tile fast 
pace of the language ond the 
simple flow of it v.'as even more 
predominant in the more re.-
mote Sacred Valley of CUsco. 
At one point, I was bargain-
ing fm· a skirt with a Quechua 
woman through a translator. 
i Haykataq kay? How much is 
this? 
l11e skirt was black witl1 
vibrantly colored embroidery 
40 wanderer 
around the hem. As I obsessed 
over the intricate work, a bilin-
gual Quechua woman quick1y 
jumped in to offer her ser-
vices. It was something I never 
tltought I would need in Peru as 
a fluent Spanish speaker. 
Parts of Peru, such as Cu.seo, 
are rich in bilingualism and bi-
c1.dturalism. Quechua is not only 
a native language but an entire 
culture as well, reflected through 
its ov.'ll linguistics. Quee.hua 
people are direct descendtmts of 
the locas and throughout colo-
nization and history, the culture 
survived and thrived. 
Quechua is the ~urviving 
language of tlte Inca Empire 
although it even predates the 
Inca. According to Ethoologue, 
an onlioe refrence catalog on 
all of the world"s languages, 
Peru reports that the number of 
individual languages is 105. Of 
those, 11 are extinct, and 16 are 
dying. 
Peruvian M6nic.a S.Anchez. 
said she is one of the nationals 
who want to revaJ\le t-he ooun-
Lry's native languages. 
"My great-grandparents were 
Spanish but we. 1:1.ll have some 
cholo (another word for mes .. 
ti:z.o, meaning a person of mixed 
European and NatiYeAmeri-
cau heritage) in us and we are 
proud," Sanchez said. 
Sanchez is in the process of 
taking classes 10 leam Que-
women 
walking 
through 
Ma«hu 
chua and uJtimately work for 
Educaci6n lntercu)tural Bilp 
ingiie or lntercultural Bilingual 
Education. £TB works to teach 
children in Spanish as much as 
in their native language to main-
tain both eulwrcs in the run .. 
oess of time and define cuJtural 
identity. 
Sl1nche1. reside.~ in the coastal 
city of Trujillo where she says it 
is uncommon to hear a Que(;hua 
speaker. MeaU\\fhjJe, the (u1·ther 
av.1ay J traveled from the major 
cities, the more I was able to 
reaJi?,.e that tllere was nothing 
smaJJ about this minority group. 
Here, I was definitely a minority 
as a Spanish speaker. 
"nl irty percent, that means 
nine million people, can speak 
Quechua," said Arturo Palomino 
Marin, a Cusro tour guide. 
Yet while the tv.·o cultures 
Pholo (top} WO l,.£TVR:'A 
"We were born 
Quechua and we 
cannot forget 
that." 
-ADOLFO GONZA.LES, 
rest<wrant manager of El 
Ma11u inA9uasoolie11te:s 
Pl'IO!O{bOt!Offl) ANGELA CONN[RS 
harmonize in cities like Cuseo, 
other places are just no\v over• 
coming discrimination and 
di\'ersifying. 
According to the CIA World 
Faetbook, the Peruvian popu• 
lation stood at 29,849,303 in 
2013. About one-third of this 
population lives in Lima, where 
the Quechua culture has been 
historically rejected. 
'For a lot of people, it was a 
shame to speak Quechua. They 
were looked do,,11 on, seen 
as lower class and inftrior to 
oilier Peru,ians; said Adolfo 
Conzales, restaurant manager 
of El Manu in Aguascalientes. 
Despite past contempt, addi· 
tional funding was made ava.il· 
able for bilingual education in 
places where Quechua people 
are c:onccntratcd. 
Many Quechua people rejeet 
bilingual education, protesting 
the need for a better education 
in Spanish in order to progress 
and to confront the racism of 
mainstream Peruvian society, 
according to Minority Rights 
Group lntemational. 
Nonetl1eless, there are othe.r 
Quechua people who embrace 
the culture and make it a duty 
to pass on customs, traditions 
a,nd, most esscntiall)', language 
to future generations. 
Gonzales took a long pause 
nnd a deep brcat.h before I saw 
him rise to stand a little taller 
\\1th his chin a little higher. 
He spoke with his hands ;ind 
looked to them as if they could 
do all the talking be couldn't 
find the words for himself. 
'" \Ve \\'Crc born Qucehua 
and we c.1.nnot forget that. Be-
e;ausc the land is still alive, the 
culture is stm alive, the tradi· 
tions are still alive. E\'CJythin,g 
is stm ali"e, nothing has been 
forgotten.· 
- Design by Karina Corona 
Quechua boys pose for the 
camer,eii in Cusco's S~red 
Valley of the Incas. 
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As soo11 as I laid eyes on a small stone hllt that stood bettuee11 ,ne and the gl'eat Ma 
ngela's alarm went 
off at 4 a.m. I could 
hear the rain 
pouring onto 
the aluminum 
roofs of Aguas 
Calientes, like 
bubble wrap popping. I peeked 
out the hotel window into the 
vatt darkness and saw thick 
white clouds smothering the 
mountains like a blanket. 
I was wortied. 
Two weeks in Peru had all led 
up to this day. We were hiking 
to Machu Picchu and I couldn't 
bear to think about the weather 
stopping us. 
·The weather he,e in Machu 
Picchu is very unpredictable ... 
said our tour guide Wagner 
Casos Bonnet the night before. 
"The hike is not ea1}', .. 
Angela fumbled through 
her things in our hotel room 
and went back and forth with a 
few <lassmates before three of 
them left around 5 a.m. 1 lay in 
my bed and fought with myself 
over whether I should go too. I 
was supposed to feave with an-
other group at 8 a.m,, but I was 
already awake and my adrena* 
line was pumping. I eventually 
decided to stick with my original 
plan and fell back asleep. When I 
woke up. it had stopped raining 
and the sun was out. 
I could hardty contain my 
excitement. I laced up my hik· 
ing boots. filled a water bottle, 
grabbed my camera and headed 
to t he hotel lobby to meet the 
rest of my group. We quickly ate 
some toast and jam and downed 
a cup of coffee before hitting 
the trail. 
To get to Machu Pkchu you 
have three options: Hike the Inca 
Trail {a 4-<lay long ttek). take a 
bus, or hike two and a half miles 
up a mountain from Aguas C.ali· 
entes. It didn't seem right to take 
a bus when I could climb and 
explore the beautiful Andes. 
We walked for 20 minutes 
on fla t land from our hotel to 
a bridge that passed over the 
Urubamba River. On the other 
side of the bridge was an arrow 
pointing toward a set of Slone 
42 wandere-r 
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The hike from 
Aguas Y lientes 
to M~hu Picc:hu 
takes roughly 
two hours. Bus traU ~ 
: 2.5 m iles/ 
; 4km 
• Agua5ealientes 
stairs. little did we know, these 
stairs would become our only fo-
cus for the next hour and a half. 
Onward and upward we went. 
The climb was no joke. Machu 
Pkchu stands at 8,000 feet above 
sea level and the air is thin. It 
was one foot after another as we 
constantly reminded ea<:h other 
to keep breathing. 
About 1,500 stairs in and near 
the peak of the mountain, we 
discove,ed a German Shepherd 
sitting under a small hut. We 
named him Paco and he climbed 
with us the rtst of the way. 
Vienne Chueng, 32, from Sos· 
ton, had hiked the day before 
and she and her boyfriend also 
came across: a dog on their way. 
·ouring the hike a little dog 
followed us.· she ~id. •we 
named the dog Poncho, and he 
made it all the way up to the top 
vmhus." 
I wonder if her Poncho was 
our Paco. 
We were getting dose. I felt 
chills running down my spine. 
even though I was sweating bul· 
chu Picchu, I was overco1ne by pu1'e happiness and began to C1'y. By f-Iannah Cole 
lets. My heart was racing. I imag-
ined for months what it would 
feel like to see the image I'd seen 
all over the Internet in peuon. 
My anticipation was at an all· 
time high. 
As we a1<ended the Ian few 
stairs. our classmates were wait· 
ing at the top cheering us on. It 
was a great moment of accom, 
plithment. but it was short lived. 
I acknowledged their support as 
I quickly passed them and went 
through the gate to reach my 
final destination. 
I was shaking. As soon as I laid 
eyes on a small stone hut that 
stood between me and the great 
Machu Picchu, I was overcome by 
pure happinl5S and began to cry. 
I wasn't sobbing. but tears rolled. 
I walked past the hut, flicked 
on my camera and took a post· 
catd picture. It was the most 
satisfying feeling to be standing 
in front of one of the great Yf'OO• 
ders of the world and to take a 
photo of it. Not too many people 
can say that. 
The land was absolutely 
stunning. The rolling green 
mountains, white clouds hover-
ing close, the Urubamba River 
flow-ing below and the intricately 
«afted buildings of the Inca Em-
pire. It was almost unbelievable. 
I pinched myself to make sure I 
was really there. 
"Our tour guide took us off 
the beaten tourist path to this 
area (on the bac-k side of Machu 
Picchu)," said Chris Allen from 
Washington O.C who climbed at 
5:30 a.m. • Just spending about 
S to 10 minutes in solitude with· 
Paco. the German She~rd. 
accompanied five Columbia 
Colloge Chicago students on 
their hike to Machu Picdlu. 
out the c,owds, yet with all the 
amazing vieYJS of Machu Picchu 
was breathtaking." 
Although the hike up was in· 
tense, I don't think I would have 
had it any other way. It gave me 
such a sense of appre<iation and 
it was a challenge I'd gladly take 
on again. Riding the bus would 
have cheated me out of the true 
Machu Pkchu experience. 
Jason Vandeneng hiked the 
Inca Trail in 2007 and knows 
what I mean. 
-~ had been a long meaning· 
ful journey and felt very special 
to our group," he said ... But 
many of the tourists who were 
bused there didn't seem to share 
the same sense of awe and spiri-
tual satisfaction.• 
To me, there was no option to 
take the b<Js up, but I definitely 
wa1:n't taking it back down. ff I 
had been soaking wet from the 
afternoon rain at Machu Picchu, I 
would have considered it. 
"The fun part about going 
down the trail is how fast you 
can do it.,. said Kevin Landreth. 
"It pretty much becomes a con-
trolled fall whece you just have 
to make sure your feet tand on 
something and keep moving." 
At 22 years old, I'm able to say 
something that not many people 
will ever get the chance to. I 
hiked up a mountain to Machu 
Picchu, and it was so cad. 
- Design by Lauren Timmerman 
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WORDS & PHOTOS 
BY ANGELA CONNERS 
he clouds rose up 
agaim.."t us like a 
race to the. top. 
\i\'itl1 every tum, a 
new photograph 
to take, and with every nev.• le\•-
el reached a new composition to 
capture. Machu Picx:hu holds im-
mense photogenic quality and it 
is often assumed that it's easy to 
take professional-lookjng photo-
graphs. So photographers have 
to ask themseh-es1 how can my 
images s tand out? 
Being a photographer, my first 
instinct is to shoot. Shoot. Don't 
ask. Just shoot. In fi r!.'i ~eeing 
Machu Picchu. t didn't shoot. I 
needed time to take in the view 
that was in front of me. 1t was at 
tha1 moment I realized a picture 
v.uuld not do Machu Picchu jus-
tice. The images <.'Ould ru:..,·~r fu l-
ly capture the beautiful, earthy 
collaboration. 111c wind wisps 
by your ears, the fresh moisture 
in the air comforts your sl'in and 
the green grass is more vibrant 
than anything. The mixture of 
quiet footsteps oomcs froru both 
people and llamas, and the giant 
granite rocks against the earth 
resemble a fn:rt.A.m body ofwater. 
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SING 
THE LENS AT 
MACHU PICCHU 
Photographers nl 1\fc1chu Picchu constantly seu1·ch.for the perfect 
angle us they discover it is niore d[fficult thC111 they thought to shoot 
Cl u11iq11e t•er·sion <1( the the <n·e1·-phorogrC1phed lancbnurk. 
TI\rough the lens J saw a t,.,,,o-
dimensional landscape that ev-
etJooe had seen before. \\-1th my 
eyes I saw the majestic Machu 
Piccllu in all ofits glory. Through 
my lens J saw the postcard image 
e,.-e1y h·avel pamph]et and book 
for Peru had in its centerfold. I 
admired the be.liuty with my eyes 
as they blurred with tears. 
I didn ~ need to take the pic-
ture for my po1tfolio or to use it 
to ad"ance in my career. I need-
ed to take it so that [ would be 
able to go back to that place 
one day. To hold it, close my 
eyes, feel tl1e \\ind and mois-
ture while remembering what it 
felt like when I was higher than 
the clouds. It was one of the best 
feelings J've ever experienced, 
Because the attraction re-
ceives an a\'e-rage of 2,500 visi· 
tors a day, I wonder ir every pos· 
sible image ofit has already been 
ca1>1ured. While speaking with 
one of London's Getty Images 
photographers, who happened 
to be at Machu Picchu for vacn· 
tion, I reaJized that sometimes 
it's about challenging yourself 
to step out of your comfort zone 
and ny something new-even if 
it means \\18.king u1) for a dawn 
hike of 2.5 miles. 
I realized I 'A'3Sn't the only 0 1le 
who thought to catch the sparse 
morning light for better quality 
photographs. 
"'lt's quite difficult because you 
can't get in until 6 o'clock, and 
because it's so high here. the. sun 
doesn ·t rise abo,•e the mountains 
u.otil a bit aftc.r," said photogra· 
pher J ustin Setterlicld, 34, as he 
rested on the grass. 
"fm not particularly a good 
landscape photographer," Setter· 
field said. "My brain is inore fixed 
on news and sport, so this is kind 
of alien to me. It's 1hinking in a 
different wtty. Sometimes J think 
rm mis.~ir,g things. n 
Setterfield, who shoots mostly 
oe.ws ao.<l sports images, said he 
has om•ered the Olympics twice:. 
"'I'm used to an environment 
which is very competitive, where 
things are constantly chang· 
lng," Setterfield ~aid . .. Everyone 
is tl)'lng to get something dif-
ferent, something unique or at a 
different angle." 
'fyler Gould, '2.7, is a student 
stu(fying writing and vide(>g· 
raphy at Capilaoo University 
in Vancouver. 
"Eve1ywhere you point is ba· 
sically a good shot; Gould said. 
"But especially with videogra-
phy, if you have subjects in it, it 
adds character instead of just 
lando::cape, which can beoome 
very repetitive, We are all tal<ing 
the same picture basically, but if 
you frame it as your own then it 
wol'ks a lot better," 
Evel)' wori<ing photographer 
has a different aesthetic. Despite 
ho"' you learn to shoot or are 
taught to shoot. a photographer 
ends up being their O\otn motiva• 
tiOJ\. TI1cir technical skills play a 
large role in the variety of imag-
es they are able to acquire. How-
ever, according to London-based 
freelance photographer Ben 
Pipe, 30, timing is key. 
Huddled under an awning of 
Madm Picchu's restaurant iu the 
"We are all taking 
the w me picture 
basically, but if you 
fr;ame it as your 
own then it wort<s ii 
lot better.· 
f"\1.l.Rt;t,tlJJ\ t ,, '/111t11 
t 1111 • m, tu lc11t 
rain, Pipe said he brought equiJ)-
ment for his personal aesthetic1 
which means photographing vast 
landscapes. 
This includW a wid~angle to 
capture the perfect landscapes 
the old mountains made, and a 
tripod that could hold u1> against 
the min. 
Pipe said it is diffict~t taking 
original images. "I think it's real-
ly difficult. I think here you're re-
lying a lot on the weather," said 
Pipe. "The fad that everyday it's 
a little different here, maybe can 
give you something different, be--
cause I think that every possibl~ 
shot ha~ JJrObahly been done. It's 
really hard to be original.' 
L oouldn"l agree more with 
his last ~1.atcment, especiaJ-
ly because he did not say that it 
was impossible. 
-Design by Katherine Dauis 
A LOST CITY 
RIICIIIIITLY FOUND 
Machu Piethu Is nestled 
on• small hilltop 7,972 teer 
above sea IQV<el. It lies be-
tween the And!an Mountain 
Range, which Is the majestic 
city above the Urubamba Val-
ley below. 
The lncan built structure 
is named the "lost City" 
and was not discovered to 
the world until 1911 , 
It is estimated that ap-
proximately 1,200 people 
could have lived there, but 
many historians theorize 
that is was a retreat desti-
nation for tncan rulers. 
Because it was isolate<I 
from the rest of Peru. living 
in the area regularly would 
require traveling great dis-
tances to reach the nearest 
village. 
INFO fROM l'ERV.,AAl)IU.l'ICCHU.COM 
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HEADINTHE 
ClDUDS, HEAI{T 
IN THE MOUNTAINS 
A journalism student discusses how a trip to Machu Picchu 
helped her deal with the experience of losing her 
grandmother while on a college trip to Peru 
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY ELIZABETH GIAOANS DESIGN BY TYLER EAGLE 
In order to prtpare (or a spir· itual trip to Machu Picchu, Julian Papacho, a spiritual 
healer from Cusco, S3)~ the mo• 
ment people Jea\'e their routines 
behind, they are already searcll· 
ing for inner peace. 
It's easier to reali1.e that once 
Machu Picchu takes your breath 
away. 
As Iain making my way past 
the Temple oft.he Sun, I come 
across a group of men and wom~ 
en dressed in white with native 
necklaces, bracelets and anklets 
that rattled with their e"el)' foot• 
step. n\ey surround an older 
woman, chanting '"abuela" -the 
Spanish word for grand moth• 
er-in ar\ e.11dearin& tone. 
E\'elia Padilla leads a group 
of 30 people to Maehu Picchu, 
the ancient lncan <:ity. It is not 
Padilla's first visit to Machu Pie· 
chu. E\·ery time she ,isits the 
mountain, she says it is a magi-
cal experience. 
"\\re come to Machu Picchu 
beeause ifs a very special place,· 
she said. "'We specifically choose 
U1is plaoe because the energy 
he.re hc11>S ek-,,•ate our le\'el of 
consciousness." 
Machu Picchu SetS approxi-
mately 2,500 visitors C\'ery day. 
Some of those visitors tra,·el to 
the city for a spiritual calling. l 
thought I would travel to this 
world wonder to merely gaze 
upon the horizon, landscape 
and clouds, but I quickly learned 
that Machu Pi« .hu would be-
come a spiritual visit for me as it 
cast SOl1\C of its magic upon me. 
Tour guides walk alongside visi-
tors, e.xplaining the history and 
purpose of the Incan ruins to the 
visitors. 
Padilla, a Sha.man leader- ;l 
term reserved for spiritual heal-
ers-has led her group on a pil-
grimage that started in Mexico. 
Padilla says people often refer 
to Shamans as '"medicine men or 
women who have cleansed their 
souls from fear. '" As her group 
stops, she opens her anns and 
raises her head tow(lrd the $k)'. 
"\Ve are going to conduct a 
ceremony in which we ,,ill all 
pray to the: t'()11dor and the eag,le 
in order to bring peace to one 
another's souls," Padilla said. 
ln Inc.an culture, theoondor 
is a sacred bird tJ1at was believed 
to be the messenger bet,,\~ 11 tJ,e 
Earth and the gods in the S~'Y· 
In the Quechua language-a Ian· 
guagc native to the central An-
des mountains- it i.,; k11own as 
"Hananpacha." Kaypacha is the 
Earth and Ukupacha is eonsid· 
ered the undem·orld that is as-
sociated "ith death and new be-
ginnings. 
Padilla say$ that in order to 
absorb this energy, we ne<?d to 
unde~"tand the energy. 
"You need to le.ran to use pos-
itive ,ibes and energy to cleanse 
your soul from negativity and 
faults," Padilla said. "You need 
to believe in yourself and realize 
that lo,'c brin~ hanuony."' 
Padilla and her group of fol• 
lowers walked away and down 
toward the Temple of the Con-
dor. With every ste1> I took going 
Evelia Padilla (left) is a shaman-faith hffler and led a group of 30 pe,ople on a trip to Machi Picchu. up the steps long the ruins, 1 fc.lt 
Padilla recited a prayer that Giadans wftM.ssed, inspiring her to soak up the experience of the trip. more energetic and powerful. I 
While on the trip, Elizabeth Giadans' grandmother died suddenly, leaving Giadans in a sta~ of shock. Giadans said SM found 
inspiration and came to accept~ dtath whil• visiting tlw mountain and said meeting spiritual leaders at the mountain h~lped. 
- rhc last tin1e I spoke to 111~· 
gr,tndn1othcr in person. she said that 
I ,vas destined to go to grcJt places." 
thought about how the ancient 
Incas lh"ed in these small sp.,tc· 
es and g;uro at the stars to keep 
track of the time and seasons. 
Whnt came to mind was the 
passing of my grandmother dur· 
ing my time in Peru. In a way I 
feh guilty tlmt ( wus tr.we.ling in 
this ancient city and disco\·ering 
new things. 
Papacho says that having 
confidence " i,11 help guide your 
journey. 
"'You ,,ill realize that your 
spirit canies traumas, happi· 
ness, wisdom, sadness, and 
memories that all manifest in 
your daily relationships wi th 
~pie. You ha\'C only one spirit 
and ii is a corn bi nation of who 
your ancestors were. what you 
currently are and what you will 
be; Papacho said. 
For many years I wanted to 
travel to Machu Picchu. I never 
imagilled that I would be tak .. 
ing the bus up the cloud forest. 
However, since I could not \is it 
my g:ramhnother Olle last time, 
I remembered what Papacho 
said about family members who 
J>ass away: ·n,cy go on to con· 
tinue another journey in another 
world. 
.. ,vithout a spirih1al guide, 
,,-e are lost. Sometimes we ha,-c 
to connect in s ilence. Once you 
learn to value silence, only then 
can you continue your search for 
inner peace," he said. 
Hip6lito Quispe., an artist and 
resident from Cuzco. said he 
does not beli~-e in spiritual riru• 
als or spiritual journeys. 
Nonetheless, he says that 
through his Bible readings, he 
acknowledges that nature can 
stir up positive fetlings and hap-
piness in a person's heart. 
.. What is energy? Yes, lhere 
are things you cannot ph)'Sically 
~. God created the earth and 
natu re and that's how he talks to 
us," he said. 
The last time I spoke to my 
grandmother in person, she said 
that I was destined to go to great 
places. 
As I made my way toward 
my starting point. the clouds 
seemed to seep lower and clos• 
cr.11,e wll\d picked up a bit and 
Huayna Picchu, the tall peak, 
disappeared in the mist. 
I felt $tnall droplets of rain 
and somehow felt as if the ruins 
understood how heavy m)' soul 
3nd spirit fel t. After a bright day, 
the rain refreshed my mind and 
cleansed my heart. 
I SHAMANS 
DECODED 
Shamant'Sm is a practice that 
has been in use for t"nOft than 
40,000 year~ a«ording to the 
Center f0t Shamank Education 
and Exchange, a oon-p,ofit 
group that is dtdkated 
to inf01min9 the global 
community about the spiritual 
p,actice. 
A shaman is a person who 
has the ability to enter 01het 
planes of being to aid people 
in spiritual guidance and 
healing. Havil\g originated in 
ASia, the pra<tice has ll)fead to 
othet parts of the world. 
The purpcse of a shaman i.s 
to help improve a person\ life, 
acc0<ding 10 me csee. 
While not defined as a 
distinct religion, the CSEE said 
the pr active is compltmenta ry 
to other religions. 
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